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Calloway Grand Jury returns
several criminal indictments

The Calloway County Grand
Debra Yoak, several counts of
Jury today returned numerous forgery in the second degree and
criminal indictments following
theft by deception of over $100;
three closed sessions on Monday,
Freida Haynes and Martha
Tuesday and Wednesday,at which
Puckett, retaining stolen propertime it heard testimony regarding
ty;
various matters presented to
Ernest Caldwell and Sidney
4000
11111”)2- 0
them by Commonwealth's At- Pritchett, theft by unlawful taking
I
torney Mike Ward and his staff.
of over $100;
According to Ward, a total of 21
Rose Bromm, theft by unlawful
criminal indictments, two of taking of over $100;
which were sealed, was returned
Jimmy Stubblefield and Stacy
by the May Calloway Grand Jury. Jayne Brandon, burglary in the
Of the 21 indictments returned, 18 third degree and theft of over
of them involved felony offenses $100;
while the remaining three were
Kenny Jackson and Kim Kenrelated to misdemeanors only.
dall, several counts of burglary in
Ward reported the following the third degree;
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY — Twenty-one seniors were inducted into National Honor Society this morndefendants as. being indicted by
Phillip Lynn Rogers, theft by
ing during a ceremony at Murray High School. Those inducted include (from left, front row) Carol Beaman,
the Grand Jury along with the of- failure to make a require disposiTracy Beyer, Steve Blivin, Kevin Cole, Gay Evans, Sharlissa Ford, Mike Garland, David Heathcott, Mark
fenses for which they were charg- tion of property of over $100;
Hussung, Lynne Loberger,(back row) Wendy Lovett, Samir Mahfoud, Don Moseley, Erin O'Brien, Kellie
ed:
Ricky Litchfield, one count of
Overbey,Kathy Roberts,Cheryl Rose, Lisa Russell, Kate Shepard and Doug Tutt. Absent is Lisa Harrison.
James Wilson, theft by decep- criminal mischief in the 1st
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
tion over $100;
degree and two counts of criminal
Donald Lee Silvers, theft by mischief in the third degree;
deception over $100;
Ronald Hampton, two counts of
Dale Bogard, theft by deception sodomy in the first degree, one
over $100;
count of sodomy in the second
Bruce Futrell, theft by decep- degree, seven counts of sexual
_ licuraver$1.0u.;_
_
abaae-ia-the-ficst-degres.kasol two
Barry Faith, theft by deception counts of sexual abuse in the seover $100:
cond degree: and
\w„. •••11
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PINNED — Carol Beaman,
newly-inducted member to the
Murray High National Honor
Society, is pinned by her
brother Charles Beaman (left)
and Mark Young.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Bobby Gene Byars, four counts
of sodomy in the third degree and
four counts of sexual abuse in the
third degree.
Further, the Calloway Grand
Jury for May inspected the
various properties- of the county
including the new Robert 0.
Miller Courthouse Annex, the old
Courthouse building, the Animal
Shelter, the Calloway County Jail
and the Calloway Health Department.
According to Ward, the Grand
Jury felt that as whole the properties investigated and inspected
were in excellent condition and
were especially- pleased with the.
new Courthouse Annex.
Finally, Ward noted that a few
of the cases coming out of the May
Grand Jury might be tried during
the summer months but indicated
that it was highly probable that
Circuit Judge James Lassiter
would impanel a special jury
panel during the latter part of
November and first part of
DeceititcTraftthis year in orderrto
try these cases arising out of this
particular Grand Jury.

216 students will graduate
May 18from Calloway High
Calloway County High School
will graduate 216 seniors during
commencement exercises at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday, May 18, in Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Julie A. Gargus, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sherrill Gargus, will
serve as valedictorian.
Salutatorian will be Darrell R.
Overby, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Overby. Gargus maintained a grade point average of 97.88
out of a possible 100. Overby's
average was 97.86 for four years.
Distinguished honor graduates,
with an average of 95 or better, inHarrison; David Heathcott, son of 1979 MHS graduate, lit the clude Trisha D. Clark, Robert A.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon E. Heathcott; ceremonial candles, explained the Crick, Thomas A. Dowdy, Patty
Mark Hussung, son of Dr. and qualifications of membership and Sue Doyle, Lynn M. Eldridge,
Mrs. Karl Hussung;
announced seniors named to Na- Christi L. Hale, Kevin L. Hopkins,
Lynne Loberger, daughter of tional Honor Society.
Phillip B. Orr, Ladona Overbey,
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Lobeger;
Murray State University Direc- Lisa B. Oswalt, Lisa G. Phillips
Wendy Lovett, daughter of Mr.
tor
of Alumni Affairs and 1960 and Joseph J. Zinkovich.
and Mrs. Ted Lovett; Samir
Honor graduates, with an
Mahfoud, son of Mr. and Mrs. graduate of Murray High School, average between 90 and 95, inDonna
Herndon,
Grogan
addressWade Mahfoud; Don Moseley,son
clude Carla L. Barnett, Paul Ranof Mr. and Mrs. Owen Moseley; ed the newly installed members dy Bennett, Jenise L. Boyd, Marie
student
and
her
body.
speech,
In
Erin O'Brien, daughter of Col. and
R. Brantley, Michael J. Bell, Jane
Herndon stressed, "Make the
Mrs. John E. O'Brien;
A. Barrow, Terry W. Bourland,
determination
the
to
have
right
Kellie Overbey, daughter of Mr.
Conoley, Kelly J. Crouse,
Rolan
and Mrs. Ed Overbey; Kathy and best attitude."
John E. Cathey, Randall L.
Herndon also pointed out to the Dawson, Teresa
Roberts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dick, Jill R.
William C. Roberts; Cheryl Rose, students that they were in control Darnell, Melissa A. Farris,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Joe of everything in their lives.
Patrice E. Fleming, Debbie L.
Rose; Lisa Russell, daughter of
Alumni members helping pin Farris, Trudy Griggs, Dan Todd
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Russell; Kate new members were Robert Glin
Harrison, Bob W. Houghton,
Shepard, daughter of Mr. and Jeffrey, Mary Ann Russell, Clara Steven Hale,
Mrs. Fred Shepard; and Doug Humphrey, Eli Alexander,
Cindy Haws, Tony D. Hendon,
Tutt, son of Mrs. Robert G. Jef- Charles Beaman, Robert Johnson, Mark A. Jackson, Dan D. Key,
frey and Charles Tutt.
Susan Crass, Jennie Gordon, Dan- Rachel A. Lamb, Lori A. MurFollowing opening remarks by na Shipley and Mark Young.
ckck, Julia A. Miller, Danetta R.
Dr. W. A. Franklin, Murray High
Harrison was absent from the Morris, Marshall McLeod, Mitzi
School principal, Terry Smith, a ceremony.
McCallon, Tonya M. McCuiston,

Honor society inducts seniors
Twenty-one seniors were inducted into National Honor Society this morning during a
ceremony at Murray High School.
Established at the school in
1937, selection to the society is
based on scholarship, character,
leadership and service to the
school. Scholastically, members
must be in the top third of the
class. Fifteen percent of the class
members are chosen.
Those inducted include Carol
Beaman, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Beaman; Tracy
Beyer, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Louis Beyer; Steve Blivin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Blivin; Kevin
Cole, son of Mr. and Mrs. Loal
Cole; Gay Evans, daughter of
Mrs. Juanita Evans;
Sharlissa Ford, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Ford; Mike
Garland, son of Mrs. Ruth Lyons
and Floyd Garland; Lisa Harrison, daughter of Mrs. Bessie
_

-

rising highs
Today partly sunny, breezy
and very warm with highs in
the mid 80s. A 30 percent
chance of thunderstorms by
late afternoon. Southerly winds
at 10 to 20 mph. Tonight mostly
cloudy with a 50 percent chance
of thunderstorms. Lows in the
low 60s with south winds 10 to 15
mph. Friday a 70 percent
chance of thunderstorms and
turning cooler. Highs in the low
to mid 70s but falling
temperatures during the afternoon. Winds becoming
southwest to- west at 15 to 25
mph.
Thursday through Saturday:
Clear and warm except for
chance of showers Saturday.
Highs in the 70s and lows in the
50s.
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British demand
Argentinian
withdrawal
By The Associated Press
Britain's defense minister today
demanded Argentina totally
withdraw from the Falkland
Islands as a condition for a truce,
and an Argentine Foreign
Ministry source said the British
stance ruled out a diplomatic solution for the moment.
"To agree to a cease-fire
without a total withdrawal would
leave the burglar with the spoils,"
British Defense Minister John
Nott said at a news conference in
Brussels, where he met with
NATO ministers and U.S. Defense
Secretary Casper Weinberger.
He said Britain would continue
to seek a peaceful solution through
the United Nations, but added, "I
must stress that these efforts can
only be based on the precondition
of Argentine withdrawal."
An Argentine Foreign Ministry
source in Buenos Aires said Nott's
statement "Means that there is no
diplomatic- solution - for -the -moment." The source asked not to be
identified.
- In London, Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher met with her
Cabinet, and in New York, Britain's ambassador to the United
(Continued On Page 2)
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WHO'S THE BOSS —Gov. John Y. Brawn Jr. said he sometimes
needs to be reminded who lain charge,and showed a cap he wore to
the Labor-Management Conference for that purpose — across its
front is printed "Governor." Brown was guest speaker at the conference banquet Wednesday night at Kentucky Dam Village State
Park.
Staff photo by Dukne Spuriock
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Darrell R. Overbey

Julie A. Gargus

Teresa L. Roberts, Jeanetta
Underhill Smith, Cindy Tucker,•
Amelia K. Todd, James R.
Thomas, Alan K. Waddell, Monika
West and Jay E. Young.
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent;
Ferrel Miller, school board chairman; and Jerry Overbey, school
board vice chairman; will present
diplomas.
Baccalaureate services will be
at 2 p.m. Sunday, May 16, in the

school gymnasium. Roy E.
Rabatin, minister of the First
Presbyterian Church, will present
the sermon. Invocation and
Benediction will be given by Mark
McCallon, a member of the
graduating class.
The school's Chamber Singers
will sing selected songs for the
program. Music for the procession
and recessional will be played by
Karen Dowdy.

Management,labor
need understanding
to cooperate, Biown
By DUANE SPURLOCK'
Staff Writer
"Understanding and cooperation" was the phrase which best
seemed to sum up the messages
given by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
and Labor Department Commissioner John Calhoun Wells during
1982 Labor-Management Conference at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
Brown was guest speaker at the
conference banquet Wednesday
night.
"I feel more positive now about
Kentucky's growth than I did a
year ago, and more positive than
two years ago," Brown said. He
said he felt this way about the
state evil though the national
economic situation now appears
gloomy because Kentucky is "a
garden spot for business expansion."
According to the lovernor, Kentuokians have a "special pride
and vision — we're going to survive" the present difficulties, and
added he hoped the Reagan administration will "get back on
track" soon.
"During the next two years,
while everyone around us is Wringing their hands, I want us to be

moving forward, progressing,"
Brown said. "While other states
fight among themselves, I want
Kentucky to march forward."
The governor said the current
economic slump requires that
labor and management be partners now more than ever. "We
live in a competetive world —
whether that competition is with
Japan, other states or other
businesses." That competitive
business environment demands
cooperation between labor and
management for Kentucky's progress in the marketplace.
Labor Commissioner Wells
echoed that notion when he said,
"Labor and management don't
need_ to love each other, but to
understand they need each other.
Management needs labor for profits and business and labor needs
management for jobs."
Both' speakers emphasized the
need for underitanding from both
labor ,aild management"to try to•
overcome the economic difficulties facing business now, and
praised the Labor-Management
Conference as an excellent means
of getting both groups together for
the nurturing of that. understanding.
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Falklands...
(Continued From Page 1)
Nations, Anthony Parsons, told
the British Broadcasting Corp.,
that the Argentine statement
Wednesday night was not an
-enormous breakthrough. I don't
think anything has changed particularly here."
Foreign Secretary Francis Pym
had told the House of Commons
earlier that he and Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig Jr. were
working on a new peace plan.
Argentina told U.N. SecretaryGeneral Javier Perez de Cuellar
on Wednesday night that "the
Argentine government reiterates
that it is willing to negotiate a
peaceful settlement" regarding
the islands.
The Argentine communique did
not say the junta accepted the
substance of the secretarygeneral's proposals to settle the
conflict over the British island colony Argentina seized April 2. But
it said it "is willing to negotiate a
peaceful solution."
Perez de Cuellar said he considered the Argentine response
-positive" and hoped for a
positive British reaction today. He
told reporters at U.N. headrmirm

quarters in New York he was "a
little optimistic — not too much."
The Argentine statement did not
list any conditions for a cease-fire
or for a permanent settlement.
Observers in London said Britain
was unlikely to accept any truce
that did not provide for
withdrawal of the estimated 9,000
Argentine troops in the Falklands.
Argentina previously insisted that
Britain recognize its sovereignty
over the islands before evacuation
of the troops, while the British
demanded that the wishes of the
1,800 pro-British Falkland
islanders be considered in determining sovereignty.
Perez de Cuellar refused to
make public his peace plan, but informed sources said it included a
cease-fire, withdrawal of Argentine and British forces from the
Falklands area and appointment
Of a U.N. administrator for the
islands while negotiations resume
to determine their future. The
plan reportedly takes no position
on the thorny sovereignty issue.
Pym told the House of Commons
Haig's peace efforts were continuing and Britain made a "construc-

tive contribution" to them Tuesday.
-A vital ingredient of the ideas
on which we are working is an early cease-fire and the prompt
withdrawal of Argentine forces,"
Pym said. He said the plan under
discussion was an amalgam of
proposals from Haig, Perez de
Cuellar and Peruvian President
Fernando Belaunde Terry, who
made peace proposals last
weekend.
Meanwhile, no new military action was reported in the South
Atlantic battle zone Wednesday.
Argentina drew the last blood
Tuesday when one of its planes
fired a missile that set fire to the
British destroyer Sheffield, forcing its crew to abandon ship, and a
British Harrier jet fighter was
shot down and the pilot killed in an
attack on one of the Falkland
airstrips.
The British government said at
least 30 of the Sheffield's 270
crewmen were killed, and government sources said 57 mokre men
MHS CHORUS HONORED AT OPRYLAN - With over 106 groups competing, Murray High School Mixed
were missing or wounded. The Chorus received a third place in division BDand
15th place overall in vocal competition at Opryland last
shattered hulk of the destroyer weekend. Shown with members of the chorus are (right)
Mrs. Joan Bowker, director, and (left) Mr. Doug
was reported still afloat Wednes- Vancil,student teacher.
day.

Murray High Mixed Chorus
places third at Opryland
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Deluxe AM/FM Stereo Clock Radio Save $22.07
Chronomatic*-223 by Realistic
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Groups competed in divisions
based on student enrollment and
were judged on tone, intonation,
balance, interpretation and choice
of music. Awards were presented

104

Folding Travel Alarm Clock
By Micronta•

36%
Off

Reg. 69.95

Talking Clock "Tells" You
The Time! VoxClock"" by Micronta

Reg. •-••

FMNHF-TV Sound/
Weather Radio

No hands, no dial, no digits!
Set hidden controls once,
then tap button on top—a
speech-synthesis circuit converts time to talk! #63-902

Batteries extra

Put a CB in Mom's Car!

Save$50

69

1R1:95

DTh

Mike, mounting hardware included

Battery extra

Priority switch for instant access to Ernergency Ch. 9 and Highway Info Ch. 19. LED
channel readout, lighted S/RF meter. #21-1503

4-Key-Memory
Calculator
EC-270 by Radio Shack

7Reg.

Reg.
49.95
Built-in mike and AutoLevel for easy recording. AC/battery
operation. #14-806 Batteries esara

12.95

metric conversion chart. Percent, square
root keys, floating decimal. With
carry pouch. #65-677 &merles extra

Amazing Cordless
et
Phone ET-350 by Radio-Hands
Shack
‘.

Our every-day low

price

0NLY9995

69

Reg.79.95

14-Caret Gold Filigree
Great "conversation" piece! Ivorycolored base. No monthly rental
fee. Ready to plug in. #43-320

One-button Auto-Redial
of
last number called.
Universal Dial System for pushbutton convenience
on rotary dial lines. even
to plug in. #43-266 Ready
44-4
,
44+-44,

Check Your Phone Book for the Rads.Sleek Store Or Dealer Nearest You
A 00.11•441144/11 14040v f AR01.144A1141•4

On Friday evening, the groups
participated in a music seminar
conducted by the staff of
Opryland's Entertainment
Department and on Saturday
spent a day at Opryland U.S.A.
musical entertainment theme
park.

Ten seemingly innocent peo- play about a homicidal lunatic
ple have been invited to a plea- can be called delightful." The
sant summer holiday on a Community Theatre's version
remote island off the English tries to include the audience as
coast. Slowly, one by one, so- guests from the moment they armeone is killing them off — and rive at the theatre.
it seems to be one of the guests.
The cast includes Don FlemThis is the scene that au- ing as Fred Narracott, John
diences will literally become a Pasco, Jr. as Rogers, Carol
part of when the Playhouse in Penn as Mrs. Rogers, Ren Leys
the Park presents Agatha as Vera Claythorne, Doug
Christie's "Ten Little Indians." Gegen as Phillip Lombard, and
The world-famous mystery is Larry Denham as Anthony
the final offering of the Murray- Marston.
Calloway County Community
Three Murray State UniversiTheatre's Spring season.
ty faculty members also perCritics told Agatha Christie form. James I. Schempp of
that her novel, originally entitl- MSU's department of Speech
ed "And then There Were and Theatre portrays General
None," could not be made into a McKenzie, English professor
successful stage play. Her dogg- Ron Cella is, Dr. Armstrong, and
ed efforts, however, produced a Sir Lawrence Wargrave is
unique "whOdunnit" and direc- played by Tracy Harrington,
tor Robert Valentine is glad that director of the Teaching and
"Dame Agatha" didn't give up.
Media Resources Center.
"This is a delightful piece to
A Gilbertsville couple, David
perform," said Valentine, "if a and Lori Fisher, play the roles of

William Blore and Emily Brent.
The set, complete with secret
passages and unknown doors, is
designed by David 8. S. Davis.
Davis also designed the set for
Community Theatre's production of "Wait Until Dark," and
has recently completed an exhibit of his theatrically oriented
art works at the Clara Eagle
Gallery at Murray State.
Performances begin at 8 p.m.
on May 6, 7, 8 and 13, 14 and 15.
Some seats are still available for
the opening night performance
on Thursday.
Reservations and ticket information are available through
the Community Theatre's
"Ticketline" at (502) 759-1752.
Advanced reservations are
strongly suggested, and season
ticket holders are reminded to
notify the box office if they are
changing their reservations.

TRC-422A by Realistic

Pocket PortaVision •
by Realistic

39%
Off
Features front-panel

4

Playhouse in the Park to present
Christie's 'Ten Little Indians'

Save 90
4995915

Ultracompact—travel "light" and still be on
time! AM, PM and alarm indicators. 24-hour
alarm. Includes battery. #63-702

During the three-day festival,
choral and choral show groups
competed in the Acuff Theater, a
$3 million facility located next to
the Opry House and named for
Roy Acuff — the "king of country
music." The band groups competed on the stage of the Grand
Ole Opry House, home of the
Grand Ole Opry.

ro sd ,00 ;20

All the big features at a Oft-away price! Clock has
hi/lo display dimmer, LED PM/Wake indicators,
sleep and snooze controls. Radio features twin 3"
speakers for excellent stereo, FM-AFC, stereo indicator, stereo headphone jack. #1?-1530

Hear audio from TV channels 2-13,
and info from VHF weather stations,
plus FM. #12-612

as recognition for outstanding
achievement both categorically
and divisionally. Murray High
Chorus ranked 15th over-all and
received a unanimous superior
rating from the judges.
Judges for the festival were Dr.
Elmer Thomas,head of division of
conduction and ensembles, College Conservatory of Music,at the
University of Cincinnati; Dr.
Robert Stoll, director of choraFactivities at Indiana University; and
Dr. Collen J. Kirk, professor of
music at Florida State University.
Dr. Walter Wade, coordinator of
choral activities at Memphis State
University, acted as choral director of the Festival.
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Rise 'n Shine to Stereo or an Alarm

15

Murray High School Mixed
Chorus, under the direction of
Joan Bowker, won third place
honors in Class "B" competition
in the seventh annual Opryland
American Music Festival at
Opryland U.S.A. April 29-May 1. •
Approximately 106 groups from
20 states performed during the
high school and junior high band,
choir and choral show group competition, sponsored by Opryland
U.S.A.
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Farm credit proposals exceed
plans approved by president
By BOB FICK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress is moving toward approval
of farm lending legislation
generally calling for higher credit
ceilings and easier terms than
President Reagan wants.
"We're spending money we
don't have," says Sen. Bob Dole,
R-Kan., who unsuccessfully opposed increases the Senate
Agriculture Committee made
Wednesday in the administration's legislation for the Farmers
Home Administration, the
Agriculture Department's credit
arm.
That bill, which will add hundreds of millions of dollars to farm
credit costs between 1983 and 1986,
is similar to one passed earlier in
the week by the House Agriculture
Committee.
It calls for $1.6 billion in FmHA
farm operating credit or $90
milliion more than Reagan
wanted, retention of some lending
programs and subsidized interest
rates he wanted eliminated and an
opened authorization for credit
assistance in the wake of
disasters.
"The worst thing awe can do for
the American-farmei s increase
the deficit," Dole said. "If we're
going to add to the deficit, we'll
keep interest rates up and interest
rates are what's hurting the
farmer."

The major difference between
the House and Senate committee
versions, both of which must still
go to the full House and Senate, is
what many farm-state lawmakers
are calling a moratorium on
repayment of FmHA loans while
farmers are still caught in the
bind of high interest rates, low
market prices and rising production costs.
The House committee, over
staunch administration objections, has endorsed a provision
giving financially-strapped
farmers the right to demand
deferral of their loan repayments
until October 1983.
While the Senate panel was able
to sidestep the issue Wednesday
when Sen. David Boren, D-Okla.,
withdrew a proposal similar to the
one adopted by the House committee, Boren said he will put the
question before the full Senate
later.
"We've had two years back-to-

School board
to meet Friday
The Calloway County School
Board will have a special meeting
at 4-p.m. Friday in the board of
education office, according to 12r.
Jack Rose,superintendent.
An executive session will be conducted an personnel will be
discussed.

back where cost of production has
exceeded price," Boren said,
citing intensifying financial problems for farmers and the increasing number of farm liquidations amid high interest rates and
depressed prices.
The House plan requires repayment deferral if a borrolver can
show he is a good manager, can't
make payments because of circumstances beyond his control
and ultimately has the capability
to repay once times improve.

Five juveniles
arrested by sheriff
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department picked up five
juveniles Wednesday night in connection with break-ins at four
mobile homes at Anderson Shores
Inc., 520 West Main St., according
to a department spokesman.
The juveniles, aged 11-15, are to
appear in juvenile court Monday.
Three are from Rt. 3, two are from
Paducah.
Goods allegedly stolen — a
television, electric fan ant other
small appliances — were
recovered andlhe juveniles left in
the custody of their . parents or
guardians. Vandalism to the
trailers seemed to be the primary
cause for the break-Ms, not
burglary,the spokesman said.
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perspective
A new study shows how alcohol consumption by
pregnant or nursing mothers can harm fetuses and
newborn infants.
Women have been advised for years to reduce
alcohol intake during pregnancy, but a study conducted by Dr. Arun Rawat, a University of Toledo
biochemist, indicates any alcohol ingested is cycled
through the developing fetus and impairs vital
brain development.
Dr. Rawat conducted his research on laboratory
rats over a period of 15 months. He said results can
be projected to indicate 20 percent of the children in
America's mental retardation centers are victims
of the fetal alcohol syndrome.
In his report to the Federation of Amerian
Societies for Experimental Biology, Rawat said
drinking alcohol, particularly in the first three months of pregnancy, hinders brain development.
The study also showed that nursing mothers who
drink may be endangering their baby's mental
health, because alcohol greatly reduces the rate of
protein formation in the infant's brain.
The study by the biochemist should be
vestigated by the federal government, and if it is
confirmed efforts to warn pregnant women against
drinking should be intensified.

Female shuttler
Just when many in the press are yawning over the
latest success of the Space Shuttle (we aren't
among them), the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration has given the costly marathon
space explorations some new appeal. Dr. Sally
Ride, 30, an astrophysicist, will fly with three male
officers one year from now on the Challenger, the
seventh shuttle flight.
Although Dr. Ride is not the first woman in space
— the Soviets Valentina Tereshkova won that honor
19 years ago — her appointment is an achievement
and one that certainly will be monitored with in-.
terest by both NASA scientists and the American
public. For all we know, women jut may make better astronauts than men,given the chance.
That women are made tough of mettle was amply
demonstrated in the Boston Marathon in a more
down-to-earth fashion. Women are running
marathon races in times that would have set
records in the male competition only a few years
ago. One of the winners was Eileen Claugus, who
placed third in the women's competition even
though she ran half the distance with bloody feet.
Claugus may not have been given a victor's laurel
for her effort, but she could take comfort in knowing
that her showing was faster than any other U.S.
woman.
A woman astronaut in 1983 should be followed by
a woman's marathon event in the Olympics in 1984.
(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento
Bee)
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by m.c. garrott

A Mother's Day nomination of one
legendary in the Kirksey community
She has raised 12 children in her 61
years. She has cooked, kept house
and worked in the fields on farms virtually all her life. She once watched a
year's work in the tobacco patch go
up in smoke, and had a tornado
sweep away her home and all her
family's belongings.
She loves horehound candy, never
has an unkind word to say about
anyone and is happiest when her
children and 11 grandchildren are
around her.
That's a profile of my nomination
for Mother of The Year — Mrs. J. L.
(Eulalah Jane)Green of Kirksey.
As has been my custom since starting this column in 1974 as Mother's
Day approaches, to try to single out
one particular mother as an example
of what it's all about — being a loving,caring mother.
It is my way of paying a tribute to
all those gentle souls, both living and
deceased, who so unselfishly gave us
life, lovingly rocked our cradles and
watched over us as we grew up — our
mothers.
Mrs. Green is legendary in the
Kirksey community, although you
seldom, if ever,see her name in the
newspaper or hear it on the radio.
With exception of a few months
when she lived with her husband and
two small children in Detroit and 11
years on a farm in Marshall County
near Brewers, she has lived her life
in the Kirksey area.
In fact, she lives today within a few
hundred feet of her childhood home.
The house was the home of an uncle,
Arlie Beach, an older brother of her
father.
•••

In addition to being the mother of

12 children, 11 of whom are living and
whose ages range from 38 to 22, Mrs.
Green herself is one of 12 children,
most of whom also live in Calloway
County.
Her father was the late Felix
Beach. Her mother, Mrs. Nannie
Fulton Beach, lives on South 12th
Street.
She was 19 years old when on July
14, 1940, she married J. L. Green, a
Kirksey farm boy. Today, he is
employed at the Kennedy Loose Leaf
Floor in Mayfield after many years
of farming. Their family grew rapidly from the outset of their marriage.
Their first born, a son, Ralph Clay,
died at the age of 26 in 1968. In the
order of their births, the others are:
Mrs. John (Carol) Hill, a beautician at Judy and Sheri's shop in the
Bel Air Shopping Center. Her husband is in construction work with the
Lassiter Plaster Co.
Next came Kennith, who is a
farmer, and Jan, who is married to
Derrell Elkins, a Marshall County
boy who has made a veterinarian.
They are at Texas A & M,where he is
working on an advanced degree.
Jan was in the first class to go the _
full four-year route at the then-new
Calloway County High School. She
also was runnerup in the "Miss
Auburn" beauty pageant in Alabama
while Derrell was a graduate student
at that university.
Larry and Garrie were next. Larry
works at Fisher-Price, while Garrie
is a farmer.
Wanda, also a beautician at Judy
and Sheri's, is married to Phil
Housden, a substitute rural mail carrier.
Roger, the first baby delivered in

Murray by the late Dr. C. L. Tuttle, is
the eighth and a farmer. He was
followed by Barbara and Marilyn,
both of whom work at Fisher-Price.
Barbara is married to Richard
Gee, who is in the plumbing business,
while Marilyn's husband, John Carl
Smith, is a farmer, as is Dennis, the
youngest.
With exception of Jan, all the
children live in Calloway County,and
it is not at all uncommon to find them
all around their parents' table for a
good,old-fashioned Sunday dinner.
Chicken and dressing is her
specialty, and when she cooks, Mrs.
Green cooks not one or two but six or
eight chickens, all caught, killed and
plucked right from her ever-present
barnyard flock. Her fried frog legs
are said to be "out of this world."
•••
A picture of a typical rural mother,
Mrs. Green is a petite 5' 1", weighs
something like 130 pounds and has
grey hair and green-grey eyes to go
with a warm personality.
"I've never known her to say
anything except something nice
about anyone," daughter Carol said,
"and she always is one4f,the first to
help a neighbor who heels-ft."
Most of the food for the Greens'
table through the years has come
from her personally-tended garden.
The soil is one of her first loves, and
she delights working in the fields.
At one time, she has laughingly .
recalled, she had two small children
on a pallet under a tree and pregnant
with another while she helped with
the family's tobacco crop. She also
believes she has "worn out an iron a
year" in keeping her children's
clothes clean and pressed.
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letter to the editor

Spinal Cord Society Cure Conference
To The Editor,
My teenage daughter, Melisse, has
been paralyzed from the armpits
down for the past 4 years. She was injured in a car accident that damaged
her spinal cord. She is without feeling
or sensation over most of her body;
she has no bladder or bowel control
and is constantly subject to pressure
sores and infections.
When she was injured we were told
ihe would never walk, never be any
better than she was then. I was told,
"Don't take this kid and run around
the country looking for a cure,
there's nothing that can be done."
Now we believe this is not true.
Much has happened in spinal cord
cure research in the past two years.
Pheriphial nerve grafts, electrical
stimulation, anterior nerve decompression operations and other techniques have given new hope to the halfmillion spinal cord injured people in

the United States. No researcher is
shouting that he has found an instant
cure for every spinal cord injury, but
if you take the total of all the cure
research, it seems as if they have
found all the pieces to the puzzle,
they just have to put it all togetker.
The Spinal Cord Society is sponsoring a Cure Research Conference in
Minneapolis, June 11 and 12. Eleven
of the nation's top researchers will
speak on research and treatment
directed to cure and alleviation of
chronic spinal cord injury. The
Spinal Cord Society is composed of
spinal cord injured people and their
families who have a single goal CURE.
If you are injured, or know someone who is injured, you are invited
to attend this conference, listen to the
researchers and ask questions pertaining to your injury. No one will try
to brainwash you; we know that in

today in history
Today is Thursday, May 6, the
pillaged Rome, killing about 4,000 in126th,day of 1982. There are 239 days
habitahts.
left in the year.
In 1882. the United States banned
•
Today's highlight in history:.
Chinese immigration for 10 years.
On May 6, 1937, the German dirigi,In 1942, U.S.-Filipino forces on the
ble, Hindenburg, exillocted and burn-. -- island of Corregidor in- Manila -Ray
ed on landing at I.akehurst, N.J., killsurrendered to the Japanese in World
ing 36 passengers.
War 11
Ten years ago: A hijacker who exOn this date:
torted $303,000 from Eastern Airlines
In 1527, troops under-Charles,Duke
para( huted into Central America.
of Bourbon, murdered the duke and
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Her life has not been one free of
tragedy, however. On one occasion,
she watched a year's work and badly
needed family income go up in smoke
as their tobacco barn burned.
In 1964, a mid-day tornado touched
down in the Kirksey area and swept
away their home within seconds.
Everything they had was lost. Fortunately, no one was at home.
All the children of school age were
in school, while the pre-schoolers
. were with their parents, who were
stripping tobacco in a barn half-amile down the road. For a few weeks,
the family was widely scattered in
the homes of friends and relatives,
but Mrs. Green soon had her brood
regrouped and around her again —
and life went on for them.
Then, in 1968, they lost their oldest
son, Ralph.
•••
Mrs. Green is affectionately known
as "Granny", not only to her 11
grandchildren, but also to her family,
neighbors and friends. She dearly
loves horehound candy, and chances
are she will be well supplied with it
come Mother's DO Sunday when her
dining room again will likk like
Grand Central Station with,all her
family around her — something she
loves even more than horehound candy.
She has seen a lot of living — some
hard, some happy and some sad —
but Mrs. Green doesn't spend much
time thinking about the past.
With all that family, it's the future
that excites her.
So, there she is, our Mother of The
Year nomination — Mrs. Eulalah
Jane Green.
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Fuelstockpiling
After delaying six years, the United States has
given itself a bit of breathing room in the event that
all foreign oil is cut off from this country.
One-third of the oil, or 250 million barrels, that is
to be stored in the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
(SPR),finally is in place.
At present import levels, that amount of oil
represents about a 50-day supply if all foreign supplies that averaged five million barrels a day in
January and February, were cut off. That amount
in storage could last nearly three months since a
more likely cutoff would involve only members of
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.
Last year the Reagan administration opened the
spigot and added 335,000 barrels a day to the SPR,
tripling the dribbling fill rate during the Carter administration. That fully accelerated pace cannot be
continued longer since available storage space in
the existing salt domes has run out and smaller
caverns are being prepared.
This year's fill rate is expected to be about 185,000
barrels daily. The White House says this is adequate to meet the country's security needs. There is
still a long way to go. The plan calls for another 500
million barrels of oil to be stored in caverns by 1990
as a cushion in case of a repeat of the 1973-74 embargo.
Some members in Congress are trying to
stampede the administration into leasing unused oil
tankers and building huge above-ground storage
facilities. The administation had rejected the plans,
pointing to the high cost of that approach in a period
of budgetary restraints.
The price is high already without further expenditures. By the time the program is to be completed
in another eight years, the cost is expected to exceed $30 billion.
Storage is moving ahead at its best pace since the
reserve was created in December 1975. Capitol Hill
should have asserted its displeasure during the
foot—dragging in the project's early years. Now
Congress should stand back and let the oil continue
flowing unobstructed into the SPR.
(Reprinted by permission of The St. Louis
Globe—Democrat)
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order to implement a cure for
everyone we need to inform all the
paralyzed who have been told their
injury is hopeless.
Please contact me so I may send
you information about spinal cord
cure research and information about
the Spinal Cord Society Cure
Research Conference.
Martha Wenzel
Route l
Monticello, Illinois 61856

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
If it is possible to be both a rationalist and a mystic, the French
thinker Blaise Pascal(1623-1662) has
to be a contender for the honor, if
honor it is.
A mathematician who became an
apologist for Christianity after a conversion experience at age 23, Pascal
is the man who wrote the famous
statement that "the heart has its
reasons, which reason does not
know."
He also wrote the following in his
diary:
If we submit everything, to
reason, our religion Will, have
no mysterious and supernatural element. If we offend
the principles of reason, our
religion will be absurd and
ridiculous.

Ten years ago
Maurice Humphrey, soil scientist
for Soil Conservation Service, spoke
about "Creative Conservation" at
meeting of Kiwanis Club.
Deaths reported included Lester
Pogue,51,and Paul Heise,Sr.,48.
Elected as officers of University
School.,Parent-Teacher Association
were $1E. Bill Price, Mary Jo
Johnson, Margie Shown and Ruth
Hina.
Twenty years ago
Kenneth R. Gann, airman apprentice, United States Navy, was
graduated April 20 from Aviation
Familiarization School at Naval Air
Technical Training Center, Memphis.
Calloway County Circuit Court was
to open May 7 with Circuit Judge
Earl Osborn presiding.
Thirty years ago
Essay winners of contest by Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of American Revolution
were Bonnie Sue Parks, first, and
Reeta Bonner, second, New Concord
School, and Ann Barnett, third, Murray High School.
Billy R. Andrus, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Merle Andrus, Dexter, was serving aboard USS Kearsage anchored
at San Diego.
Births reported included a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Cooper, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hosford and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Dunn, all on
April 30.
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Abby declines invitation to nudist camp cmaiti
DEAR ABBY really,
her secretaries)'After
Abby's poor advice
regarding family nudity

at home (she's against nudist resort.
it), I invited Abby to
I assumed that a colspend a weekend at umnist of national
Treehouse Fun Ranch, a reputation would be interested in learning the
truth about nudist camps
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firsthand in order to pass
that information on to her
millions of readers.
Wrong! Abby is too shy
to learn the truth about
nudism. Abby is too shy
to even send someone
else to learn the truth.
Abby is too shy to admit
that she is ignorant about
nudist camps and she's
too shy to try to get over
her shyness.
So, the great solver of
the world's problems and
the knower of all answers
is shy. Pity!
Will you secretaries
please tell Abby that if
she is too shy to spend a
weekend at a nudist
resort,she should retire.
MIKE MEYER, LANCASTER,PA.
DEAR MR. MEYER:
Abby is not shy, but admits to being something
of a conformist. As the
late Bill Vaughan,columnist for the Kansas City
Star, once wrote: "If
there is anything the nonconformist hates worse
than a conformist, it's
another non-conformist
who doesn't conform to
the prevailing standards
of non-conformity."
ABBY'S STAFF
•• *

DEAR ABBY: My wife
and I are in strong
disagreement over what
to do about our son, who
will be 18 soon. -Peter"
( not his real name) dropped out of high school at
17 to "work in the real
world," but so far he has
not found a job. He has
been very selective in his
job hunting. He's not really qualified for anything,
but no job seems good
enough.
I suggested that he take
a paper route until,he can
get the kind of job he
wants, but he won't even
consider it.
I told Peter that his
free-loading days will be
over when he reaches 18,

that he will be expected to
pay room and board
while he lives with us. My
wife says I am .totally
unreasonable to demand
such a thing from our son.
I maintain that when
children turn 18, they are
no longer minors and
they should support
themselves. Also, there is
no law stating that
parents have an obligation to send their children
to college, either. Your
opinion on both questions,
please?
NEW YORKER
DEAR NEW
YORKER: I vote with
you on both counts. Some
birds won't even attempt
to fly until they're kicked
out of the nest. But all 18year-olds are not alike.
Many need parental
assistance and deserve it.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I just
read the letter from the
unhappy husband who
complained about his
wife going off and playing
tennis while he sits home.
He said no way would he
take up tennis and
thought his wife should
give up tennis.
You said it was OK for
the wife to go without
him.
I used to feel the same
way, and told my wife to
go ahead and play tennis
while I stayed home and
studied. ( I was in college
at the time.) Within a
month she began an affair with her tennis partner. It went-on for a year.
She finally broke it off,
but it was the cause of our
divorce.
I don't think a married
couple should have'
separate interests. They
should either find things
to do together, or forget
it.
LEARNED MY
LESSON
DEAR LEARNED:

charter bus

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
organization has chartered a bus for Thursday,
May 20, to take senior citizens to Mayfield for the
annual dinner and program honoring seniv citizens
during Older Americans Month. A free dinner of
prime rib with vegetables will be served. Grady
Stumbo, secretary of Kentucky Department of
Human Resources, will be speaker. Door prizes will
be given.
The bus will leave the parking lot at North Fourth
By Abigail Von Buren
and Walnut Streets at 10 a.m. and return by 4 p.m.
The cost will be $6 per person for transportation. All
The more interests a cou- persons interested in going are asked to call the ofple have in common, the fice, 753-0929, as soon as possible for bus reservabetter. But a solid mar- tions.
riage is based on trust,
and if a couple must be
together constantly to
Theta Department of Murray
keep an eye on each have a breakfast Saturday at Woman's Club will
9:30 a.m. at Boston
other, it's not much of a Tea Party. New officers for 1982-83
club year will be
marriage.
installed, according to Bess Kerlick,chairman.
•••
CONFIDENTIAL TO
YOU: Pleae remember
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Blankenship, Rt. 2, Hazel, anyour mother with a bouthe birth of a son, Jason Brian, weighing six
nounce
quet of flowers next Sunday on Mother's Day. pounds 10 ounces, born Tuesday, April 20, at
And if you're adopted, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have a
daughter, Dana Carol.
send her two bouquets!
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Daniel R.
••• Blankenship of Beaver Dam and Mr. and Mrs.
"The Best of Dear Ab- James A. Dublin of Mayfield.
by," featuring the best
answers and favorite
responses during the past
25 years, is now
Calloway County Chapter of Full Gospel Business
available. You can obtain
Men's
Fellowship International will meet Saturday
of
this new besta copy
selling book by sending at Triangle Restaurant. A buffet dinner will be
$9.95 plus $1 for postage available beginning at 6:30 p.m. and no reservations are needed,accorrin Scruggs; presiand handling to "The dent.
Best of Dear Abby," in
Buddy and Vicki Kemner -will be the guest
care of this newspaper, speakers. They presently
reside in Benton but will
440b Johnson Dr., Fair- be moving to Cottage Grove,
Tenn., where he will
way, Kan: 66205. Make be pastor of a church there.
These meetings are
checks payable to open to all men, women and children. Other
officers
Universal Press Syn- include Tom Geerdes, Kenny Jackson, Jeff Gordon
dicate.
and Gerald Turner.

•
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Thetas plan breakfast

Jason B. Blankenship born

CCCFGB to meet Saturday

a 1

Coldwater club hears two lessons
Lucille Potts presented
a lesson about
"Decorating With and
Care of House Plants" at
meeting of Coldwater
Homemakers Club on
April 13 at her home.
A lesson about "Types
of Cookware and How To
Care For Them" was
iven by Arlene Adams.

Myrtle Byrd
demonstrated how to
fashion an owl from
sunflower seed.
The devotion was given
by Clara Bennett.
Other members present were Vivian Adams,
Coteil Bazzell, Elizabeth
Haneline, and Lagena
Bazzell and two sons.

Also other visitors were
Tracey and Kelly Adams,
Susie Wilson, Lorane
Wilson, Ruth Hoake,
Magdalene Manning and
Delta Rose.
The club will have its
May meeting in .home of
Mable Fuqua. Officers
will be elected.

our Seasons Nursery
Hwy. 1824 Almo, Ky.(Old Hwy.641)

Mother's Day
Specials
79c
Geraniums
Hanging Baskets
Bedding Plants-Tomato-Pepper
Plants-

We Have Everything Under
The Sun...

Trees-Plus Nice Selection of Shrubs

For Mother's Day The
Gifts You'll Love To Give

Mon.-Sat. 8-5:30

Sun. 1-5:00
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Teleflora's
"Shower Of
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Bouquet For
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Pickord and Rogers
wedding on June 12

Ex-smoker fights weight
Lawrenco E. Lantb,111.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — Six
weeks ago I quit smoking
after 25 years of being dominated by the habit. I am so
happy to be rid of the cigarettes, but terribly unhappy
and frustrated about 10 new
pounds. I even went on a
diet, but although I have lost
weight before I cannot drop
any weight.
Before my misery gets the
best of me and I start smoking again please tell me
what is happening to my system these last six weeks and
what to expect and bow to
handle this weight problem.
I've always had to pork
hard at keeping my sleight.
steady and now it has gotten
out of hand. Many of my
friends have gone back to
smoking because they
couldn't handle the weight
thing and smoking again
solved their weight gain
struggle. I hope to avoid this
but I need all the help I can
get. I have always been
physically active and
nonsmoking is an added
bonus, especially for my
lung capacity.
DEAR READER —
According to statistics about
one-third of people who stop
smoking do gain weight, but
one-third lose weight. The
other third have no change
in weight. Those who gain
weight usually substitute
eating for cigarettes while
those who lose weight usually have a total change in life
style and begin an exercise
and diet program at the
time they quit. The group
that doesn't change doesn't
do anything different but
stop smoking.
Many people who have
smoked and gained weight
won't agree with those
statistics, but those are the
facts, M'am.

You have to think about
where you are in life. You
may be approaching that
time when you do have to
make more of an effort to
avoid gaining weight, amokin ior not.
My best suggestion to you
would be to increase your
vigilance on your diet. Keep
plenty of rabbit food,such as
raw celery and carrots,
around and start a regular
exercise program. Try to
build uaprogram to walk
about three or four miles a
day. Do it in several sessions
if you need to.
Healthwise, smoking is
more dangerous to your
health than gaining even 20
. I am sending you
ellealth Letter number
19-6, The Tobacco Problem,
to summarize the problems
of smoking and points about
quitting. Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Which is more beneficial, to
exercise a straight 30 minutes or do the same amount
of exercise but take a few
minutes break every 10
minutes? For me taking the
breaks would mean that I'm
somewhat rested and the
exercise would be a little
easier. I can do more
exercise if I break it up in
short periods rather than
going straight through.
DEAR READER — It
depends entirely on what
your purpose for exercising
really is. If you want to use
calories to control body Tat
then the important thing is
the total amount of exercise
or total number of calories

Cr

used. It doesn't matter bow
many short periods or bow
long the periods are. And it
is true that most people can
do more exercise if they stop
and rest frequently.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert F.
Pickard of Nashville,
Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Julie Lin
of Lexington, to Gregory
M. Rogers of Lexington,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Delmar Rogers of Mt.
Sterling.
The bride-elect Is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.E. Dick of
Murray and of Mrs. Ruth
Pickard of Lynn Grove
and the late Voris
Pickard.
Miss Pickard received
a bachelor's degree in
chemistry from the
University of Kentucky
and presently is
employed by UK Medical

Dr. Mills'
article'
published
Dr. Marvin Mills, professor of safety engineer-

ing and health at Murray
State University, has
edited and contributed an
article to the 1982 edition
of Ideas, Issues and
Readings in Safety.
His article in the journal published by the
American Academy of
Safety focused onlwomen
and stress in occupations
that have been traditionally male.
Other articles in the
publication were contributed by authors from
throughout the country,
including the University
of Southern California,
Texas A & M and
Brigham Young Uniwersity.
Mills said the next edition will be published in
January, 1983.

Dresses

in.-Misses
Holt Sizes

OPEN FRIDAYS
'Ill 830

10% Off

Good Selection Of

a pmess Place
ck..753-4567

Ladies Dress & Casual Shoes

Good Selection Of

Good Selection Of

Ladies Dusters

Cotton Dresses Misses & Half Sizes

We're happy to announce that
Vicki Jones, bride-elect of Kevin Roy
has chosen her decorating accessories from our gallery of gifts.

Macrame
HANDBAGS

Purses &
Costume Jewelry

Small Thru 46
Good Selection Of

OPEN FRIDAYS
'TIL 8:30
Nt.

Good Selection

Blouses

1104 Story

The couple will be married Saturday, June 12, at
8 p.m. in a candlelight
service at Wrightman
Chapel on the Scarritt
College campus,
Nashville.
After the wedding the
couple will reside in
Gainesville, Fla., where
Mr. Rogers will be serving as a resident in service at the William
Shands Hospital at the
University of Florida.

MOWS

Gowns & Pajamas By Dixie Bell & Nancy King
Good Selection ladies

bachelor's degree from
the University of Kentucky and will be receiving his medical degree
this month from the UK
College of Medicine.

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Tithes has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.

Julie Lin Pi
bride-elect of Gregory M.Rogers

Mother's Day Specials

Center.
Mr. Rogers received a

Small Thru 44

Good Selection Of

Toiletries By

Jeans & Polyester Slacks All Sizes

Line!

Ladies
Narrow & Medium Widths
Navy, Red, Beige & White

Grasshopper Canvas Shoes

Vicki and Kevin will be married
June 25, 1982.

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

SETTLE-WORKMAN

Large Hanging
Baskets
9,95
All Brass 10%
Silk Flower
Arrangements

For Mother's
Day
-IF ores

Off

And Greenhouses
Bedding Plants
Fertilized Peat Pots

20% Off

35'

Geraniums
VI 9$ & $1 19
COUNTRYSIDE
NURSERY & THE
COUNTRY STORE

St LAY
1.5 I
OPEN MOTHER'S DAY

tN)

Love Growing Things

BEAUTIFUL
GIFT WRAPPING
IS ALWAYS
FREE AT BRIGHT'S

'cttI%

Where You Find Quality Merchandise At Reasonable Prices
Across from The Bank Of Murray

Large Selection Of Green
Foliage House Plants

/
11
4,
1907 Coldwater Rd.

NiEfo\go
Pis
We Wire Flowers

RIGLITS

Hanging
Baskets...
Begonia
Petunia
Ivy
Geraniums
Impatiens (Sultana)

Corsages
Flower Arrangements
Blooming Plants
Mixed Pots
or)

753-3251
Mon.-Sat. 8500 North 4th St.
We Deliver Cit -Wide

_

(4.4
4e1111

A

Give A

MONET®
Pendant
A
B
C
D

Bee 16" 17 50
Dragonfly 16" 16.50
Rhapsody 16" 10 00
Mariposa 16'. 16.50
r SHELL 30" 16 50
F Shell 16" 13 50

AA.

Register Mom:
Bright's Mother's Day Wardrobe

Giving is the ESSENCE-OF MOTHER'S DAY
r
Comfortable &
Comfortably Affordable
California Cobblers
•

$1995* & $2295**

5usannth
"Fine Arts & Framing-

Fast But Quality Service
Managers—
Hellon Carlin & Dortha Bailey

*Roxy-Low Jute Wedge Colors-Navy, Red
**Tikki-Medium High Jute Wedge
With Jute Bow Trim
Colors-Navy, Red, Beige, Khaki. Green

Call For Appointment
After Regular Hours
753-5819

•
Court Sq.
Layaway-Master Charge-Visa

116

•

Hours: 10-4 Mon.-Fri.
Sat. 10-12 100 S. J:tl

1urra. h

•

HOPE
C1 ARA
II ALSTON
'INA RICCI
DI V\I.: VON FURSTENBIERG

MOUS

I
!"

••••••••^1111•

'SW-1"1
• e.
1:51,tt."' •

• T“
.
.:
,4-2c,
4
'
.-.74

ter

CAME'
ADOLFO
P.AVLOV
BILL BLASS
RALPH LAUREN

•.•
1.4

•••
-

4•••

.444 •ip
.

•
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Griggs-Quertermous vows to be said

Patterson speaker for New Providence club
Randall Patterson,
president of Dees Bank of
Hazel, was guest speaker
at April meeting of New
Providence Homemakers
Club at the home of Patsy
Pittman.
Mr. Patterson discussed "Banking In the 80's."
He discussed many facts
pertaining to the

economic situation of the
country and ways the
banks in the area are
working to help the
public.
Fonda Grogen, president, presided. Kathy
Bass gave the devotion
andoktlorothy Cook
directed recreational activities.

Crafts were shown by
Sylvia Puckett and Mrs.
Bass.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Pittman.
Other members present were Becky Dixon,
Dorval Hendon, Opal
Shoemaker, Iva Mae
Allbritten, Gail Herndon
and Beth Falwell.

rOp
s
\ famous labels for less

Just for Mom

"
.
"
.
•Crtirif•
•
k

Children present were,
Erin and Seth Grcgan,
Greg, Chip and John D.
Taylor, Jacob and AnMr. and Mrs. James B.
drew Falwell, Grant Pitt- Griggs of Rt. 8, Murray,
man and David, Tammy announce the engagement and forthcoming
and Melissa Dixon.
marriage of their
The club will meet May daughter, Trudy D., to
11 at 1 p.m. at home of Ricky Bean Quertermous, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cook.
Mrs. Jerald Quertermous, 214 Meacham
Lane,Paducah.
Miss Griggs will be a
1982 graduate of
Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Quertermous was a
19110 graduate of Reidland
High School.
The wedding vows will
be solemnized Saturday,
June 12, at 3 p.m. at the
Calvert City Country
Club, Calvert City. A
reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.

•

Owe"
- Asoisms*".•-00mni xrirgrosle0V

ab•

Trudy D.Griggs,
bride-elect of Ricky Dean Quertermous

Jacket Dress
and Suit Sale!

Community events listed

30% to 50% Off

Thursday,May 6
Thursday,May 6
Open house for parents of Beta Sigma Phi will
and new kindergarten meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
students will be at 7 p.m. Center.
at Robertson School.
Murray Women of
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter at lodge hall.

Come sample this collection of jacket dresses and
suits! Jacket dresses in
contemporary prints and
solids in long and short
sleeve styles with a choice
of flattering necklines.
Suits in a variety of
fabrics, many linen-looks
with outstanding details. A
terrific buy you simply
can't pass up, so hurry.
Jiinior and Misses sizes.

244

Chris Stout, brideelect of Timothy Kyle
Renakar, has made
her selection of
crystal, silver and
china.
The wedding will
be June 5.

••••••

Just for Mother's Day

Second night of "Ten
Indians': will be
Little
Cub Scout Pack 57 will
have Arrow of Light presented by Community
Ceremony at 7 p.m. at Theatre at 6 p.m. at Old
Freight Depot in MurrayCarter Schoo.
Calloway County Park.
be
will
Tennis
Couples
Fair Day in celebration
at 6 p.m. at Murray CounMay Older Americans
of
try Club.
Month will be conducted
North Calloway from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Elementary School PTC Ellis Center. Admission
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at is free and,public is invited.
school.
Saturday,May 8
Murray Kiwanis Club
Third night of "Ten Litwill meet at 6 p.m. at tle Indians" will be
Sirloin Stockade.
presented by Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. at Old
Murray Civitan Club Freight Depot in Murraywill meet at 7 p.m. at Big Calloway County Park.
Joe's Restaurant.
Registration for sumFriday, May 7
mer preschool music
Church Women United classes at First
will meet at 11 a.m. at Presbyterian Church will
First Christian Church be from I to 4 p.m. at
with a potluck luncheon church or call 753-9359 or
753-5439 for information.
at noon.
--Murray Squar-AGame and card party,
sponsored by Welcome Naders are scheduled to
dance at 8 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall.

THE
ark
et
al
&

Cabal-Look
Blouses

CHESTNUT

ZS

Reg. 16.99 to 19.99

11.99

*.

V$A4
,
Arx)

Z'
444;
4
7 °.
.1

Cabal-look blouses
with sassy ruffle
front, and asymetrical
closing in soft
polyester and cotton.
Bright solids, stripes,
plaids. Perfect for
prairie skirts. S,M,L.
Also nautical style
blouses.

Nt#

ahlr

;11k
"411:14

Gina Jones, brideelect ofPaul Coombs,
has made her selection of crystal and
pottery.
The wedding will
be May 29.

;So. Ns
;
**My 4

t‘
THE

Prairie
Skirts

a
P
a
1 1
4:1318
411
di
CHESTNUT

Reg. 17.99 to 19.99

13.99

I •
:
I
•
•"
•
0
1
ams• •

Shapes reminiscent
of the southwest,
flounced skirts in
fresh new interpretations. All in crisp
calico prints, sunny
solids, dashing plaids
and denim, of course.
Misses and Junior
sizes.

•

••

•.
lt*•
ji

0

00

•

Murray State University commencement will be
at 10 a.m. in Racer
Arena.

Our low
price/ are
.• like a breath
1111 ° of freili air.

•

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Famolare Sandals

0

'17"

00
0

••

Friday, May 7
Wagon Club, will start at
7 p.m. at Community
Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank.
--Seventh annual Hardin
Days will open with a
country music show at 7
p.m. at Hardin Community Center.
•
Magic of the Night will
start at 7:30 p.m. at
Golden Pond' Visitors
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.

Thursday,May6 ,
Front Porch Swing will
rehearse at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church.
Cominunity Theatre
will present "Ten Little
Indians" at 8 p.m. at Old
Freight Depot in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call 7591752.
Murray High School
Speech Team will present
"The .Doran Road
Speakeasy" at 7:30 p.m.
in high school library. Admission will be $1.

Hardin Days events
will start with parade at
10 a.m.

Lases Famolare $1 095
White Leather Duty Shoes I 7

•

Our Special
\Mother's Day Sale!
Pantie Sale
5.00 Lee or

Bikinis, Hiphuggers, Briefs

Lacoste Shirts

Leather Handbags
Reg. 19.99 to 26.99

9.99

Shorts and Tops
Reg. 13.99 to 16.99

7.99

Mix and match brights.

Special

Sale Dress Rack

Famous Name
Gowns 2for 10.00
Reg. 11.99

Reg. 23.99

;5.99 each

l's•

Ladies Shoes

12.99

Men's

$25
Western
Boots

Acme, Dingo,
Levi, Texas,
Durango
Sizes 6Y2 to 13

Men's Lace
UP 8" Work

Activities in Land Between the Lakes will include Fishing Techniques
at Woodlands Nature
Center at 9 a.m. and 1
p.m.; Lantern Tour at
The Homeplace-1850 at
7:30 p.m.

On* Group Ladies

Boots

Murray; Chapter No. 50
of Disabled American
Veterans will sponsor
Forget-Me-Not Day in
Murray.

'14"

Work Boots $33

Name Brand

$25

New Shipment
Ladies Leather

Sunday,May 9
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Harrell will celebrate
60th wedding anniversay
with a reception at Community Room, North.
Branch of Peoples Bank,
from 2 to 5 p.m. The couple requests guests not
bring gifts.
•
Dedication ceremonies
for three facilities at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will start at 2
p.m.

Pro-Keds

$24
Factory Discount Shoes
$895

Fashion Pants
Reg. to 24.99

ifelltA

$25

9.99

Short Terry Robes

'

.1

Tennis
Shoes

Men's Tennis will be
from 9 a.m. to noon at
Murray Co,,ittry Club.

Tennis
Shoes

Dress And
Casual Shoes

New Shipment
Men's Pony Leather

13.99

Reg. to 36.99

Bata
Leather

New Shipment
Of Men's

'19" $14-'16-98

6for

Reg. 1.50

•I

Lace-Up
Casuals
Other
Famolare •

Puryear, Tenn. 73rd
Birthday Celebration will
start with a parade at
10:30 a.m.

8.99

Boots

Mon.-Sot. 9-6
Sun. 1-6

16th & Main
753-9419

okCentral Shopping Center

Hwy.641 N., Murray 753-7991

.
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Your Individual Horoscope

Teacher, administrator week proclaimed

_

— Fraftees brake

Local DAV Chapter
.
.sigk plans event Saturday

FOR FRIDAY,MAY 7,1T82
What Wed of day will tomor- out-at-town guests may result commitments.
row be? To bid out what the in overindulgence. Keep in AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
stars my, read the forecast touch with relatives.
A chance encounter proves
gime for your birth Sign.
VIRGO
50 of
to be fun. Your conservative Murray Chapter
(Aug.II to Spet. 72)
American
Disabled
the
track.
Add a distinctive touch to adviser is on the right
ARIES
sponsor its
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) N'AzIt home decor. Be willing to take Don't neglect social amenities Veterans will
"Forget-Me-Not"
annual
An unexpected meeting has the advice of those with dif- with higher-ups.
et1911' Day Saturday, according
romantic overtones. Musi- ferent tastes. Rise above petty PISCES
(Feb. 19 to hien 20)
cians and artists meet with disagreements.
'LA to Alex Pall, publicity
A chance to better Yourself and drive chairman.
luck. Financial agreements LIBRA
(Sept.23 to oct.22) 'nen comes unexpectedly. In- On that day, "Forgetare hard to reach.
,
Close friends surprise you in vestigate new waYs increas" Me-Nots," the small blue
TAURUS
(Apr. 2)to may ai) UAW/ delightful ways, though some ing
income. Travelers should flowers of remembrance,
You feel mildly unconven- may* tempt you to ex- try to avoid extravagance.
tionai now and are in an ex_ travagance. Be conservative YOU BORN TODAY are in_ will be handedout by DAV
trospective by nature, yet volunteers at various
perimental mood. Relations when it"Ines to finances.
often are drawn to some places in the city, Pall
with close ties require give samplo
creative pursuit. Develop the said. All proceeds will be
and take.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
ability to communicate your used to assist local disablGEMINI
You'll stumble on a good
(May 21 to June20) 1119.bargain. You're inclined ,_ ideas and so offset your ed veterans and their
to tendency to introversion.
the upcoming
special invitation
an
of health and You'll do better in business for families for
A
to
neglect the
unusual Party should be se' diet. Don't rules
be lax regarding yourself than in partnership.
cePted• This is the _time to work assignments.
Adopting a cheerful attitude
learn how the other nail en- SAGITTARIUS
31e/440 will keep you from taking
joys themselves.
(Nov.=to Dec.21)
yourself or life too seriously.
CANCER
dik X..% Love at first sight is possi- you'll have success in
intellec(June 21 to July 22) `"''w—+F ble! After you complete a um
] pursuits, and may be
Ingenuity pays off or4the backlog 01 work,
you're tem!).
job. You'll meet a business ted to be indiscreet. Curb self- especially dravm to law,
education, writing, architeccontact in an unusual manner. indulgence.
ture and government service.
Be more disciplined with CAPRICORN
Your intuition draws you to
dependents.
(Dec.22 b3 Jan- 19) 11
poetry, acting, music and
LEO
41244g You maY Plan to redecorate films. Birthdate of: Gary
()uly 23 to Aug.72)
your home. Your social life is Cooper, actor; Robert BrownTravelers meet with rorn_zi- busy, but don't let that
cause
tic introductions. Entertaining neglect of family. Honor your Mg, poet; and Johannes
Brehm& composer.

FRANKFURT — Gov.
John Y. Brown, in
cooperation with the Kentucky School Boards
Association, signed a proyear
declaring May
clamation
The DAV state service
officer had 701 contacts 17-21 as Teacher and
with disabled veterans
last year. Wives or survivors may seek help
locally from 1 p.m. to 4
each Friday in the
American Legion Hall,
106 S..6th-Si.
Pall requested that all
volunteers meet at 8:30
a.m. Saturday at the hall.
Those wishing to mail
contributions should send
them to DAV, Box 705,
Murray, Ky.,42071.

PRICE
1/2 SALE

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
$15.00 Order

Del Monte Mice Pack

PINEAPPLE

OC
1514 0! gjii

Vietti Not Dog

SAUCE
us. ; Snack Pxk
PUDDINGS

33C
10 oz.

Stokely's lime or Orate

GATORADE

NC
jig'.

knelt lee
Oil or Water

TUNA

612 oz.

89c

Guys & Dolls
Infants Through Young Juniors

Benton Moll
Benton, Ky.

Next To Wolmort
Princeton, Ky.

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

Grade 'A' Large

? Liter
Welch's Grape

JUICE

40 Oz. $1
"
With $15.00 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco Dairy Products_

Hyde Park 180%.

PEANUT BUTTER

$1 19

4-5 oz. pkg.

On Jeans*

One At Reg. Price Second
At Half Price*

Lyndia Cochran
Gymnastic Classes
Summer Registration
753-4647

New Store Hrs.
Mon-Thurs
8-7
Fri & Sat

School Administrator Ap- tucky's public schools.
preciation Week.
Communities across
The proclamation the state are encouraged
recognizes the need to at- to plan appropriate actract and retain tivities to recognize the
dedicated teachers and valuable contributions
administrators in Ken- made by teachers.

$129
noc

Merit Paper

PLATES

Both with
$30.00
Order

100 Cl. UV

Northern Toilet

99

c

TISSUE

4 roll pk.

Limit 3
Amble 0Piak

99

SALMON

16 oz.

$/

locky's Great Northern

BEANS

150! 2/89c

Hollywood Pure Sunflower

OIL

31 oz.

$1"

Hyde Park Charcoal

NC

LIGHTER

%raft I.S.O.

SAUCE

Both with
$30.00 Order
All Three
With $45.00
Order

180%

18'2 Oz.

DELUXE II
CAKE MIX

v oz. $129

Kraft Miniature
Hoot's Tomato

PASTE

39C

MARSHMALLOWS

5fic

Carnation

6 oz.

Hyde Park Paper

TOWELS

Jumbo Roll

COffEfMATE

59C
is oz. 1

wi2 oz.

ten-I-Rohm Tender

CHUNKS........... .

$124
.2011.

511s. free
Joy Dishwashing
LINO

.........

21 oz. $12
5

Economy Pac
Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

Ground
Beef
s I 19

Bacon
729

b
• p.m mill..., •••11.0.•
0.11. 41.•rmil• •
Cara Irma.• ammo wooll Rom 41. Plku•••••=1. Room
IMMO
1,11* Yr...ow *BO 1.••••• 1.•••••••norm/

Ones lest 1.1.0

U.S.O.A. trade 'A Chides

BREASTS
Owls Taws Boneless
Pit Raked

HAM
HAM
..
HAM
CHEESE
BEEF

field's No. 1
$22
9
U

WIENERS

Golden Ripe
lb $129

BANANAS
Florida Pink

Owens lest Dili liked

$229
ii.0

Owee's kst 00 Raked

if LEAGUERS

NC BROCCOLI

het

89c

$329
'Jul

Fresh California

lay Swiss

0wen's lest Deli WO

4/$1

$329

frying'Chicken

LIVERS

STRAWBERRIES -19
4/$1
19C CUCUMBERS

IOW Park

LoCal MILN

$121
I

Ss.

sports
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Lakers eliminated;Tigers-Marshals play today
By Jim Rector
Sports Editor
When asked if he could
put his finger on the one
nemesis of his ballclub,
Calloway County coach
Joe Stonecipher never
hesitated.
-We didn't hit the
ball."
Plain and simple.
"In baseball, high
school ball especially, if
you can get kids to make
contact with the ball
they'll do okay. If you put
the ball in play you can
make things happen. We
just weren't able to do
that," the Laker coach
said after his team was

eliminated from the
District Four tournament, Wednesday.
Host Marshall County,
the bye team in the threeteam tourney, assured
itself of one of the two
available regional playoff
berths by shelling CCHS,
9-1.
The Marshals' victory
sets up a championship
game today at 3:30 p.m.
at Marshall County between the hosts and the
defending district champion Murray High.
Murray clinched one of
the two regional slots
reserved for the Fourth
District by downing the

Lakers, 16-2, Tuesday.
Region I playoffs begin
Tuesday at Murray
State's Reagan Field.
Scorebooks showed 11
Laker batters were
retired with Ks in Tuesday's one-sider as Marshall County's Jack
Gunter demonstrated his
mound savvy.
Gunter, 4-0, gave up only three hits — all to
Laker first baseman Don
Hargrove.
The Laker senior went
three-for-three with a
double and two singles,
one of which drove in the
Lakers'only run.
Calloway scored its on-

ly point in the first inning
when leadoff batter Craig
Darnell walked and was
advanced to vcond on a
John Mark Setts bunt.
Hargrove drove Darnell
in with a single, but
Gunter managed to retire
the side without further
injury.
Calloway loaded the
bases in the top of the
sixth, but two Gunter
strikeouts erased the
Laker threat. Altogether
the Lakers left seven runners stranded.
Eddie Burgess went the
distance for Calloway,
giving up eight hits including a solo homer to

We At Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Invite
Everyone
To Stop By
And Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Garden Needs.
Three models — pushtype,'self-propelled,
arid electric-start selfpropelled Push-type
has 3/
1
2-hp engine,
self-propelleds have
4-hp engines and
rear-wheel gear drive
Optional 2/
1
2-bushel
rear bagger

We Have Parts & Service
After The Sole

Bulk Seed
Fertilizer
Chemicals
There is a difference! Ask your
neighbors about us.

Johnny Miller in the bottom of the sixth.
The 'Marshals had
already done their
damage before Miller's
homer, as they scored
twice in the third inning
to take the lead and five
more runs came in in the
fourth.
Joe Scholl's double with
runners on second and
third scored the tying and
go-ahead points for
MCHS and his two-RR!

single in the fourth gave
the Marshals a commanding 7-1 advantage. Calloway County ended
its 1982 campaign at 8-8-1
while the Marshals improved to 9-8-1. Murray
stands at 14-3.
1 234 557 T
CALLOWAY
1111111111111
MARSHALL
1112511X I
HITS — MC IL CC 3. HR —
(MC).28— Hargrove(CC).Schen. Mileu(MC).
ERRORS — CC 5, MCI.
WP — &meter(44). LP — Burgess.

Murray High netters
split at Hopkinsville
Murray High netters Stout-Parker beat
returned from McKinney-Maddox, 8-1;
Hopkinsville with a split Smith-Dunn defeated Bill
match after the Tigers Adams-Mabry, 8-0; and
beat the hosts, 9-0, and Lawson-Payne upended
Johnson-Meeks,8-2.
the Lady Tigers fell, 6-3.
The Murray boys re- ' Four tiebreakers dotmained undefeated by ted the girls' match with
blanking Hopkinsville each team winning two.
Singles action saw Muralthough the Hopkinsville
team will receive an op- ray's Mel Jackson lose to
portunity for revenge Lee Porter, 8-2; Mel Kelwhen it visits Murray on ly defeated Julie Rold, 81; and Kim McCord lost
Monday.
Robert Stout started to Laura Rogers,8-3.
the Murray whitewashing
Kim Greene won the
with an 8-1 decision over first of the four
Browning McKinney. tiebreakers by beating
Shawn Parker kept the Angie Scanlan, 9-7; Rebpressure up with an 8-2 bie Houston lost her
win over Richard Mad- tiebreaker to Liz Rutlin,
dox. Bill Smith defeated 9-7; and Lisa Williams
John Ruff, 8-3; Roger was also upset, 9-7, by
Dunn upended Dan Bonnie Jeffers.
Maybry, 8-0; Todd
In doubles, JacksonLawson beat Frank Kelly lost to Porter-Rold,
Johnson, 8-1; and Walter 8-6; McCord-Greene fell
Payne beat Dave Willis, to Rogers-Rutlin,8-4; and
8-1.
Houston-Williams won a
In doubles the MHS 9-7 tiebreaker over
success continued when Scanlan-Jeffers.

Softball signups set
Signups for the
Murray-Calloway Junior
.Girrs Softball Association
are currently being conducted.
The summer softball
league will sponsor two
divisions — a lower division for 7-11 year olds and
an upper division for 12-16
year olds. •
The lower division play
is classified as "involve-

NAPet neAND MIPCHANCOSt
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

ment oriented."
Each player must see
at least two innings worth
of play in the field and an
emphasis is placed on.fun
and fundamentals.
The upper division is
geared more towards
competitive play.
Registration cost for
each player is $12 and $6
for the second player in a
family. Registration
forms may be obtained at
area schools and should
be returned to the respective schools by Monday,
May 10.
Tom Holcomb has been
elected the league president and further information can be obtained by
calling him,753-7431.

CHECK POINT — Laker senior Don Hargrove
glances back after rounding third in Wednesday's
game at Marshall County. Hargrove was the only
Calloway County player to record a hit against
MCHS' Jack Gunter. The Laker went three-forthree with two singles and a double.

Golfer Mudd adjusts
to hectic life of pros
HOUSTON (AP) —
Jodie Mudd could handle
his rookie year on the pro
golf tour much better if
he could just stand stilr
for awhile.
Mudd feels fine playing
from tee to green but then
comes Monday and it's
travel time again.
He almost seemed to
appreciate that someone
reminded him that this
week it's the $350,000
Houston Open beginning
today at Woodlands Country Club.
"I've played five
straight weeks now and
it's getting tough," Mudd
said. "Right now, I'm
just trying to work out
some kind of plan for my
time, when I can rest and
when I can take a day off
and when to practice. I'm
trying to experiment a little."
It has been an eventful
five weeks for Mudd, who
finished 11th at the
Heritage Classic and
followed by being low
amateur at the Masters,
finishing 20th overall. He
quickly left the amateur
ranks to turn pro.
Mudd was 30th in his
first pro tournament, the
Tallahassee Open,fifth at
New Orleans and missed
the cut last week at the
Byron Nelson Classic.

College life was much
more serene for the 22year-old Mudd, the 1980
and 1981 National
Publinks champion and a
member of the 1981
Walker Cup team that
defeated the British.
"The coach plans your
tournaments and you
plan around them and get
yourself together so it's a
little different," said the
former star at Georgia
Southern. "Here, if you
miss the cut, you go
somewhere else and try
to qualify. It's pretty
much a day to day basis.
You have to plan things
by ear instead of long
term planning:"
Mudd says living on the
tour is tougher than playing on it.
"Right now, I'm just
experimenting with what
to do," he said. "I've
learned that you want to
take Monday's off
because you play Thursday through Sunday. I
just take Monday off and
rest up. Tuesday get good
a practice round and play
maybe 27 holes and hit lot
of balls. On Wednesday's
if your not playing in the
pro am come out and
relax and hit a few balls.
That's been my game
plan for the last couple of
weeks."

•

Adventure Stuff
Patio Screen House

Camp Inn
Weekender Cabin Tent

12' X 12'
U.L. bowler'7999

Caves 8' X 10'
Sleeps fear Adults
U.L. Reg. Si 19"

/

Special $2gl 88

Stern's Boat Cushion
U.L. e.g.94"

Special $8988

Bass Fisherman's Special Combo
Ambessedeer 5000 Reel witched with
Low's Tovreement Gehl Spied Stick
Coremic Eyes

88
Special $ 11 0

We have a large
selection of air
II
mattresses and children's 111
Assorted Adult Sunglasses
water aids & toys.

The good old
button-down
Is new again.
Your grad
will love It.
Once the button-down
collar was the biggest news
'
in the fashion world. And
now Arrow brings it bock
brilliantly in the buttondown dress shirt. . the
relaxed look combined with
the shaped waist, body and
sleeves that emphasize the
slim, trim figure. .. casual
sophistication for your
graduate. And with each
Arrow shirt you buy, we'll
even treat you to $5 off
any Pagliai's pizza or other
food order.

2--Arrow-okm'lien
Worn by half the men in America and reaching for the rest.

GRAHAM Et JACKSON
Downtown Murray
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Len& doesn't like losing,Purcell persists
Purcell, No.13 Hans
Gildemeister of Chile and
No.16 Hank Pfister.
Making an even
quicker trip than Lendl
into the third round was
ninth-seeded Andres
Gomez of Ecuador. He
advanced when Jerome
Potier of France
defaulted.

Even with his
phenomenal winning
streak, Lendl says he
would rather win one of
the 4'Big Five tournaments - the French
Open, Wimbledon, the
U.S. Open, the Grand
Prix Masters and the
WCT Finals."
"If I had a choice of
winning all the tournaments and not the big
ones or lose in the first
round of all the tour-

naments and win the big
ones, I'd rather win the
big ones," he said.
Lendl currently is ranked third in the world
behind McEnroe and
Jimmy Connors.
Although Connors decided not to enter the Tournament of Champions, he
has spent the last two
days on the practice
courts against Purcell
and Carlos Kirmayr of
Brazil.
Like Lendl, McEnroe
rolled over his secondround foe, destroying
Russell Simpson of New
Zealand 6-1, 6-2 in 60
minutes.
Clerc outlasted
Bolivia's Mario Martinez
6-4, 64 in a protracted
battle of clay court
specialists. The match
ended on a controversial

note when, with the score
40-love, a linesman ruled
Martinez hit the ball long.
"Game, set and
match," announced the
umpire. But both Martinez and Clerc felt the
call was incorrect, so
Clerc continued to serve.
He won the next point
and, in his mind, finally
the game.
Gerulaitis, who won
this tournament two
years ago, defeated Dick
Stockton 7-5, 7-6;
Gildemeister ousted
Carlos Kirmayr of Brazil,
the Cinderella finalist
here last year, 7-5, 6-2;
Dibbs,the defending.titleholder, downed Rod
Frawley of Australia 6-3,
6-2 and Purcell stopped
Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia 6-3,6-4.
The winner in Sunday's

nationally televised finals of Mother's Day. The
(ARC-TV ) will receive ncrup pockets $40,000.run$100,000 and a fur coat
Saturday's semifinals
valued at $43,000 in honor also will be televised.

Southern States's

Corregated
And 5V
Galvanized Metal
Roofing
Limited Tim Special Price
Only

accomplishments, citing
him as the only pitcher to
win the Cy Young award
in each major league.
When the president
hung up, Perry, a North
Carolina peanut farmer
in the off-season, said, "I
forgot to tell him about
the farm bill."
"I happen to know him
and Nancy very well,"
Perry said of Reagan. "I
traveled with him as a
member of his sports
committee when I was
with the San Francisco
Giants."
As for his next victory,
Perry said his teammates who aren't in the
starting lineup have been
coming to him to ask for a
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"It's been a little different the the past few
days. There have been
more of you people
around," he told journalists at the news conference.
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Wedmisday's Games
Kansas City 3, Milwaakee 2, II Waists
Detroit4,Texas4
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Texas

Minnesota 3. Boston 2
Chicago 4,Toronto I

Only games scheduled
Thursday'sGames
Boston (Ojeda 1-2) at Texas (Medich
1-3).( )
Minnesota(Havens 14)at Milwaukee
(Ifuckevich 3-2),(n)
Baltimore(Palmer 1-1)at California
(X.Forsch 24),(a)
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"Compare Gilson's rear tine
and you'll turn over
some big differences!"
0-

Pro basketball
National Basketball Association
Playoffs At A Glues
CONFERENCE SEKIFINALS
Best atSeven
Zesters Canforence
Tuesday,April 27
LW Angeles 115, Phoenix 96
San Antonio N,Seattle $3
Wednesday,April 31
Los Angeles 117, Phoenix
Seattle 114,San Antonio
Friday,April MI
San Antonio 111, Nettle 17
Les Angeles 114,Phoenix IN
SeadarsGames
San Aataale III, Seattle 113. Sas Antonio leads series 3-1
Lie Angeles 111, Phoenix 107, Los
/masks wins series 44
Wilnesday'sGames
Boston ITT, Washington IN. Belies
wins aeries 4-1
Milwaukee 115, - PhiladONNII IS,
Philadelphia leads metes 3-3
Friday's4ames
Philadelphia at Milwaukee. TWA, if
seeded
flelsday, May
Milwaskee,,pt Philadelphia. IBA, if
needed
Western Galenism
,
Wininseday b Game
Sas Antonio 101, Seattle IN.Sao Antonio wins series 4-1

Iv

Gilson

.
'0

The
other
guys

DESIGN: Engine is tucked in with
weights mounted over wheels for
better balance.traction,and easier
turning.

DESIGN: Engine mounted ahead
of whmils. L0041 COmpatt and more
cumbersome to turn.

CONTROLS: All operating controls
mounted on handle for added
convenience.

CONTROLS: Operating controls
are titter mounted and require more
bending and reaching to work

SWING HANDLE: Easily adlusts to
24 different positions. Controls
stay in your hand as you walk
beside tiller.

FIXED HANDLE: Operator h
leave tiling position to makiPlf
handle adlustments.

PRICE: Lima than you imagine.

PRICE: More than you think

Model 51 1 34

Ras. $799.95 Sale P

$69995
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For Mother's
Day
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,Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and r 1:00-6:00
Sundays
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Murray Home & Auto,
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Mother's
Day
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California
Chicago
Kansas Cdy
Oakland
Seattle
Minnesota

$459 I
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Milwaukee
Cleveland
New York
Toronto
Baltimore

Have A

60's

Thursday'sGames
Las Angeles (Ream 3-1) at Montreal
(Sanderson 34)

...ilk

753-2380

1

We Have
New
Fibermed
Supplement
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Murray
641S.327

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Z-Bec

Houston I. Cincinnati?
St.Louts 7.Chicago6
Pittsburgh 4, Atlanta 2
Only games scheduled.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Easters Division
W L Pct. GB
Boston
17
8
.110 —
Detroit
16
9
.640
1

GM

$795

Wedneaday's Ganes

A

GMAITY

'VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Aley lit Arlo
May 31st
Free birthday dinner to honoree with party of 4
or more dinners. Our way of saying "Happy
Birthday". (Proof of May birthdate required..driver's license or birth certificate.)

Friday's Games

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLE

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

Kansas City at Toronto. I n)
Boston at Texas.( )
Minnesota at Milwaukee,(n)
Chicago at Detroit,In)
Baltimore at California. I
New York at Seattle,)n)
Cleveland at Oakland.(a)

San Francisco (Rainmaker 1-0) at
New York (Jones 3-1).(n)
Eichelherger 2-3) at
S1111 Diego
Philadelphia (Christenson 1-3),( n I
Only games scheduled

SI0 Pick-Ups
Now In Stock

lecledes Seep & Soled Oa,
Drink & Dessert
or you may order freer our MI menu

New York (Alexander 6-1) at Seattle
( Perry 2-21,( )
Cleveland (Denny 2-2) at Oakland
(McCatly 1-1 ), int
Only games scheduled

•

BYRON'S

Ni,45 S I
Pordrie

-

Limit 6 Ots.

SAVE— SAVE — SAVE— SAVE — SAVE — SAVE — SAVE — SAVE —

South Fulton, Tn.

• 44

Qt.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Main Store
Murray, Ky.

ndustrial Rd.

89

79
Limit 2

753-1423

Call 753-0182
For Bulk iertilizei

BARN
RESTAURANT
& STABLE
4
41
.1 "41
..ciariP
IL
,

$1

Per Square

See us For
Baler Twine

While Perry said he
wasn't especially nervous
about going for No.300, he
said he hoped the
Mariners would score
some runs early against
the Yankees.

&Pm> & Voir NOM..Mgrs.

Pro baseball
9
11
St. Louis
9
Montreal
12
12 13
New York
Pittsburgh
IS 13
Philadelphia
9 14
8 IS
Chicago
Western Divides
18
Atlanta
15
San Diego
Los Angeles
12 13
&este,
11 - 15
Cincinnati
II 14
San Francisco 11 14

chance to play in his next
game.
"I tell them I'm just a
player," he said.
But he admitted the
coming game has caused
some unusual side effects.

4

SCOREBOARD
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Dielide•
W L
Pct. GB

$2895

As well as, for
your garden
needs, see
Southern States
for your hybrid
seed corn
and certified
soybean seeds

Perry throws for No.300 tonight
SEATTLE (AP) — For
Reagan's phone call
Gaylord Perry, the an- came during a press conticipation of his 300th ma- ference at which Perry
jor league pitching vic- said he was more excited
tory has been spiced by a than nervous about aprising tide of interest proaching-his 300th win.
from the people around
"To win 300 games you
him — his fellow players, have to have a long
the news media, even the career," Perry said.
president.
"You have to stay
"I know it's just an ugly healthy and stay away
rumor that you and I are from injuries. I've been
the only ones left who saw fortunate enough to do
Abner Doubleday throw so."
out the first ball," PresiPerry, who picked up
dent Ronald Reagan told No.299 last Friday in New
Perry from the White York's Yankee Stadium,
House on Wednesday.
is scheduled to° get his
Reagan,at 71 the oldest first crack tonight at
man to serve as presi- becoming the 15th pitcher
dent, told Perry, 43, the to reach the 300 mark.
oldest player in the major The Yankees again will
leagues, "I don't oppose Perry and the
celebrate birthdays Seattle Mariners, this
anymore, I celebrate an- time in the Kingdome.
niversaries of my 39th
"I hope there's a big
birthday."
crowd," Perry said. "1
Perry told Reagan, want to pitch well. If I
"You're still a young had any special tricks
man, too," and sent his and told you, you just
regards to Reagan's wife, might tell Mr.Michael
Nancy. Perry campaign- (Yankees Manager Gene
ed with the Reagans Michael). I think I'll keep
when Reagan was seek- it to myself."
ing a second term as
Reagan displayed
governor of California.
familiarity with Perry's

Uncle Jeff's
• Hardware
Group 7 Quaker State
Oil Filters
1 0-W-30
Fits 14st
America. Cars
Motor Oil
Reg. $2.57

AV - A 'M

NEW YORK (AP) - "I
just hate losing," Ivan
Lendl says.
The Czechoslovakian
tennis star has won 85 of
his last 86 matches and
has been in 17 consecutive tournament
finals, winning 14.
He moved one step
closer to the finzls of the
g500,000 WCT Tournament of Champions by
crushing Werner Zirngibl
6-1, 6-2 in just 51 minutes
Wednesday. That put him
into the third round at the
West Side Tennis Club,
until 1978 site of the U.S.
Open.
Also posting secondround victories Wednesday were top-seeded John
McEnroe, No.3 Jose-Luis
Clerc of Argentina, No.5
Vitas Gerulaitis, No.10
Eddie Dibbs, No.12 Mel

rar•
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President, senators agree on budget
Republicans are suddenly united behind a budget
calling for $95 billion in
general tax increases

WASHINGTON t AP)—
After months of—public
bickering, President
Reagan and Senate

4stv
FEED 4
FOR $5

over three years and $40
billion in unspecified
Social Security cuts and
tax hikes.
"I hope you can pass
it," President Reagan
told Sen. Pete V.
Domenici, R-N.M., chairman of the Senate Budget
Committee by telephone
late Wednesday night
after the compromise
was worked out swiftly in
private negotiations between administration officials and Senate GOP
leaders.
A short time later, the
committee did give tentative approval.
The vote was 11-9 with
all the "yes" votes coming from Republicans -1
including conservatives
who cited assurances that
there would be no change
in the 10 percent personal
income tax cut scheduled
for July 1983 — and all the
"no" votes coming from
Democrats.
The proposal envisions
deficits of $105 billion in
1983 and $42 billion in
1985.
Democrats complained
about the Social Security
provision and tried but
failed, 10-7, to delete that
$40 billion segment of the
plan.
The vote was a stunning turnabout,coming only a few hours after the
committee voted 20-0 to
reject Reagan's original

Mother's_ Da-y - Gifts
at
Imports

======

2 PCS. CHICKEN
POTATOES/GRAVY
ROLL

THE ACES®

Special & Unique

USE ALL FOUR COUPONS
AT ONCE OR ONE AT'A TIME,
eal sip

big-deficit budget. That give their version of how
plan was submitted in the compromise came
February, but was about.
Compared to the last
discarded almost immediately by members of Reagan offer before
both parties because of budget compromise talks
broke off last week with
its large deficits.
Shortly after the panel House Speaker Thomas
dealt Reagan a highly P. O'Neill, D-Mass., the
public rejection, version approved by the
Domenici, Senate Budget Committee calls
Republican Leader for smaller tax increases,
Howard Baker, White bigger cuts in domestic
House Chief of Staff spending and smaller
James A. Baker III and cuts in the proposed
budget director David A. defense buildup.
It also contains much
Stockman huddled to
NURSES' DAY — Nurses' Day, which recognizes nurses contributions to the
work out details of a new larger proposed changes
community, was proclaimed today in Murray and Calloway County by Mayor
in Social Security.
proposal.
But at the same time, it Holmes Ellis (seated left) and Judge-Executive George Weaks (seated right).
Steve Bell, staff director of the Budget Com- contains nearly double Looking on are Nancy McClure, LPN,presidentof District 17 LPN Association;
mittee, gave this account the tax increases propos- Dr. Martha Erwin, chairman of the Murray State University Nursing Departof the behind-the-scenes ed in Reagan's original ment; and Dorothy Higginbothan, RN, staff development, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
moves that led to the budget.
compromise:
White House officials
1BOBBY WOLFF .
were told that Domenici
had rounded up enough
Republican support to get "Success against the odds
Pass
Pass
A second club is ruffed, the
Pass 540
Pass
his own plan with even is the American ideal." — hinge on whether or not heart king cashed and the
declarer can pick up the
Pass Pass Pass
higher taxes through the Edwin R. Embree.
heart queen is ruffed in
trump suit.
committee and asked for
If a low trump is played dummy to allow another Opening lead: Heart jack
'an opportunity to discuss
to dummy's king at trick club ruff. Declarer now
it.
two, East discards and the cashes his two high diaDomenici, eager for
How does a declarer slam is gone. Eventually, monds and West is left with
White House backing, make a slam when most West will get two trump his Q-10-9 of trumps while to make a trump return into
agreed to discuss the would manage to lose three tricks and declarer will also declarer has the A-J of the jaws of declarer's A-J to
matter, subsequently tricks? Not easy to be sure; lose a diamond and the trumps and his small complete the coup.
Declarer's low
agreed to the com- but not as difficult as one defense gets 200 points. diamond.
Bid with The Aces
is led which West
diamond
All
it
takes
might
is
think.
a
does
one
compress
How
promise and then took the
must ruff and West is forced South holds: 5-6-B
cautious approach instead three losers into only one?
new version back to the of barging straight ahead.
NORTH
5-1-A
At trick two, declarer
•K 7 5
committee where all 11
Declarer wins the first should lead a club to
•AJI1642
63
•
Republicans joined him heart and, with an unavoida- dummy's ace and ruff a
IP A K Q
•8 5 4 2
•AK3
in supporting it.
ble loser in diamonds, a club. Next, he leads a trump
4 A 1063
*9
White House officials quick calculation seems to to dummy's king and the WEST
EAST
could not be reached to indicate that success will bad trump split is exposed. •Q 1093

Pier1

$1.25

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonels Original Recipe or Extra
Grespy-Gltieleeit,iwisehed-potexees.-gravy
and roll for 81.25. Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer, and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales tax. Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below COUPON EXPIRES 5/23:82

Bel Air Center

Free Gift Wrapping
9-8 Fri.
9-5 a

Hours: 9-6 M-Th

411

2 PCS. CHICKEN
POTATOES/GRAVY
ROLL
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One Week
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For
Mother's

2 PCS. CHICKEN
POTATOES/GRAVY $
ROLL
1.25

Day

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken, mashed potatoes gravy
and roll for $t 25 Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales tax Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below COUPON EXPIRES 523/82

U

I

%A

Reg. $20.00

588
$1

$4.80

Get 9 pieces of the Colonel s Original
Recipe or Extra Crispy for only $4 80
Limit one coupon per customer Coupon
good only for combination white/dark
orders Customer pays all' applicable
sales tax. lTIpa coupon good only at
Kentucky Frick, Chicken stores listed in
this ad I OFFER EXPIRES 5/23/82

FAMILY VALUE PACK
9 Pieces of Chicken
(Original or Extra Crispy)

Over 30 Downtown
Stores Open
Friday Nights

$

7.25

Shop Our
Sleepwear &
Lingerie Dept.
For Other Great
Gift Ideas.

1 large mashed potato • I large gravy •8 dinner rolls
Get all this for 17 25 and this coupon
Limit one per customer. Customer pays
all applicable sales tax (This coupon
good only at Kentucky Pried Chicken
stores listed in this ad I
COUPON

EXPIRES 5/23/82

INIIIN==tmmimantrummmmmm

15-PIECE
CARRY PACK

mu II

$8.25

*9
Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding:
South West North
Pass

34

Dealer:
Send bridge questkes to The Aces,
P0. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

East
Pass

'Career Management'
seminar to be May 21
A "Career Management" secretarial
seminar will be conducted on Friday, May
21, from 1:15 p.m. to 4:30
at Paris Landing Inn by
Dudley Shearburn, PhD,
director, Center for
Special Education, Salem
Academy & College,
Winston-Salem, N.C.
The public is invited to
participate in this
seminar which is sponsored by the Paris
Chapter of Professional

ESCORT 4'49,4

4
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IT'S A FORD
THE BEST NEW CAR OFFER
IN AMERICA TODAY

oLow Bank Rates •Cash Rebates *24 Months or 24,000
Miles Free Driving (Except Gas) *Red Carpet Lease Program
By Ford *Ford Care Warranty
You Can Buy A 3 Door Escort (C-94A) For Only $5,222.50
After Rebate Or Lease For 48 Months For Only $125.00
Month.

This Program Also Includes Mustangs, Fairmonts, Granadas,
Exps And The All New Ranger Trucks.

In'.41,1,11V1 N.1

•Trucks Have Rebates Up To $750.00
•Vano Have Rebates Up To $2000.

PARKER FORD INC.
OPEN F MAI
NI(;IITS III.
8114) PM

602 S. 6th St. Mayfield
247-6443

Pried Chicken.

Mayfie)d, Fultora Union City

7th & Main- Phone 753-5273
James Parker 753-5180
David Parker 7510419
Joe Porker 753-2656
John Parker 753-1633
John Hutching 436-2367

FORD

•4••

Ed West 753-3084
Carlos Jones 753-2471
Ron Wright7510156
Joe Rowland 753-8013
Nick Ryon 7513338 -

..t

Secretaries International
in connection with the
1982 Tennessee Division
Meeting of PSI at Paris
Landing Inn Friday and
Saturday, May 21 and 22.
The fee is $15.
Anyone interested in attending this Seminar
which will be of interest
to all secretaries and administrative assistants of
today should contact Mrs.
Elaine Brown, Registration Chairman, at 6421215 or 642-2659.

*Itialerva ref

MI1Elall MINIM
NI
IM 1111 NSIn MS US aml
Coupon good only at the fillloiding stores

Murray
753-7101

ANSWER:Four hearts.
Show the support and leave
the first slam move up to.
partner.

Program Ends June 6, 1982 - You Can Order Before May 4th
And Still Be In On All Programs.

We Areepi

FREE GIFT
WRAPPING

Get 15 pieces of the Colonels Original
Recipe or Entre, Crispy for only 111.125
Limit one coupon per customer Coupon
good only for combination white/ dark
orders Customer pays all applicable
sales tax (This coupon food only at
Kentucky Pried Chicken stores listed in
thii ad.) COUPON EXPIRES 5/23/i

111.3 Sycornore

Dixieland Center
On Chestnut
753-3604

Especially

ani MMMMMM

9-PIECE
THRIFT BOX

Open
10-10 Mon.-Thurs.
10-11 Fri.-Sot.
11:30-9 Sun.

North
311
,

Only

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken, mashed potatoes. gravy
and roll for $125 Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales tax Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below COUPON EXPIRES 5123/82

111

Treat Mom To A
Banana Split
Sat. or Sun. For $1.25

South
24

•A.16642
VA KQ
•A K 3

24

Try Our Delicious Fried Chicken
We Except Competitors Coupons
Group Rates On Large Orders

•87 5 4 2
•J 1096
•Q..174

SOUTH

AN.
Due to a printing error in Storey's
Wednesday Ad. The Parkay
Margarine 1 lb. quarters was 48'.

32 Flavors Handdipped

IM

2 PCS CHICKEN
POTATOES/GRAVY $1
..25
ROLL

CORRECTION

1890's Ice
Cream Parlor

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken, mashed potatoes gravy
and roll for $1 25 Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales tax Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below COUPON EXPIRES 5/23,82

•J 109
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OBITUARIES
Rites Friday
for Mrs. Bray
Services for Mrs. Alta
Bray, 77, will be Friday
at 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Baptist Church. The Rev.
James T. Garland will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Hazel Cemetery with arrangements by Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call
after 1 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mrs. Bray died Tuesday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

VIM"

Daughter dies
Wednesday;
rites on Friday

Lee K. Erwin
dies; funeral
to be Friday

The funeral for Lee K.
Erwin, Rt. 1, Hazel, will
be Friday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Gayle Barnes
will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Story's Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Erwin, 57, died
Tuesday at his home. His
death was from an apparent self-inflicted gunshot wound, according to
Graves County Coroner
Joyce Weidenbach.
The deceased was an
Leonard Maupin, Ben- employee of Castleman
ton, died Wednesday at Oil Co.
He is survived by his
9:55 p.m. at Marshall
County Hospital. Be was wife, Delores Erwin; five
78 years of age and a daughters, Mrs. Rita
former resident of Chambers, Mrs. Dorothy
Warren and Mrs. Becky
Kirksey area.
The deceased was a Yonts, Sedalia, Mrs.
member of Kirksey Bap- Christine Lindsey, Farmtist Church. Born July 22, ington, and Mrs. Michelle
1903, he was the son of the Wring, Fulton; six sons,
late John Maupin and Bobby and Jimmy Erwin,
Sedalia, Billy and Jackie
Lucy Jenny Maupin.
He is survived by his Erwin, Hazel, Tommy
wife, Lovie Maupin; step- Erwin, Farmington, and
daughter, Mrs. Joe Paul Erwin, Murray.
Also'surviving are two
(Geraldine) Mathis, Murray; stepson, J.P;Portis, half sisters, Mrs. Margie
Kuttawa; two grand- Market, Crystal Lake,
children; four stepgrand- DL and Ms. Virginia
Bonds, Evansville; two
children.
Also surviving are a half brothers, Charlie Ersister, Mrs. May Gibson, win and Jim Bonds,
Hampton, Ohio; two Evansville; 16 grandbrothers,'Louie - Maupin, - children.
Benton, and Herbert
Maupin,Paducah.
Indualrial Average
$33
Preceding Mr. Maupin
in death were two sons, Air Products
Di one
l'• •le
Grover, on Jan. 13, 1969, American Motors
Ashland
224e •',S
and Herman,in infancy.
American Tempnone
S$A7 45
Chrysler
6% +.
Blalock-Coleman Dupont
3611 one
Funeral Home will be in
245
12%
ks
charge of arrangements. GAF.'
General Dynamics
29'41 unc
Time of visitation will be General Motors
113% +
General Tire
II% +5
announced later.

Former Kirksey
resident dies
at hospital

Spring music program to be presented

I Revival starts Monday

Crystal Lynn Underhill
died Wednesday at 12:30
a.m. at Norton's Children
Hospital, I.ouisville.
She was born March 5,
1982, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to Danny
Underhill and Joy
Paulette Garner
Underhill.
Survivors are her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Underhill, a
sister, Miss Danna
Underhill, and a brother,
Stacey Underhill, Rt. 5;
grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Underhill,
Rt. 7, and Mrs. Johnnie
Marie Crass, Rt. 1, Almo.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Randolph Allen will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Revival services at
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will
start Monday and continue through Friday,
May 14. Services will be
at 7:30 each evening.
Ministerial students
from all parts of the
United States at Bethel
College, McKenzie,
Tenn., will speak Monday
through Thursday.
The Rev. Joe Ben Irby,
McKenzie,former church
pastor, will speak Friday

evening, May 1 4. A
potluck supper will be
served at 6 p.m. that
evening.
The Rev. David
Wagner, church pastor,
will direct the music with
Jackie Mounts, Murray
State University student,
as pianist. Special music
will be presented each
service.
The church is located
21
/
2 miles west of Murray
off Highway 121, turning
on Roy Graham Road at
John's Savings Center.

A spring musical proMargie Shown, music
gram will be presented at teacher, will direct..the
Southwest Calloway
by students
Elementary School on program
from fourth, fifth and
Friday at 7 p.m.

Mother Deserves
Gibson Country
Ham

New York Times runs goof
NEW YORK (AP) —
The New York Times unwittingly ran a 20-yearold crossword puzzle
after it was submitted as
a new work by a contributor, Assistant
Managing Editor James
L. Greenfield says.

Greenfield, who declined the identify the contributor, said Wednesday
that the man had reversed the old puzzle and
slightly altered a few
clues. The puzzle was
published April 16.

Federal-Slate Market News Service May 6,
1962
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act, 478 Est. 355 Barrows6 Gilts
5 higher Sows under MO steady to 60 higher
over 500 steady to instances Mower
US 1-2210. 166.541700
US 2 241-2
.166.56-66.54
US 2210...166.00-56_50
US 2-3
33.110-56.10
Sows
US 1-1271033111bs
$48.0644.60
US 1-3 NS-150 lbs
10.114155
US 1-3 4511-2119 lba
$31.2646.10
US 1-3518460 lbs.
$66.86-26.81
US 2-3 3111405 It,
148.10-11.10
Boars4144 ;
•

Beef Patties
Ribeye

14 II. box

99"

Choice

whole lb.

5399

cat Any Thickness Lb. $409

100% Pere

Ground Beef

lb

$ 34
I

Choice

Minute Steak
Wieners

lb $229

$ 49
1 lb. pkg.

$ '1
g

20 Lb. Box

owe les

39

Bee

Cat & Wrepped Free

225 To 300 Lbs.

$1

39

Peon You Orders hi

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

The Treasure House
• Sovtlisiek Manor 753-6798

Moo,ISi• 1601
"OURS;7:00- 1:00 Jewo.--fw.

!07 N. .14 St.

Stock market
Goodnch.
Goodyear
Goodyear
Gull Chl
Heubleun
1.13.61.
Jerico
K-Mart
Penealt
Quaker Oats
Tessa)
U S. Tobacco
Wendy's
C.E.F Fund,

Gloria Lb. Pere Ground

Frosty Acres Pimple 11.11

We're happy
to announce
that Vick)
Jones, brideelect of Kevin
Ray has
selected her
decorating accessories from
our bridal
registry. Vicki
and Kevin will
be married
June 25.

Hog market

This also will be the
regular meeting of the
Parent:Few- tier Club.

We Ac:ept feed
- Stomps
-

Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murroi "
II% +

nia

+5

31 +
10 +5
,,
64% +
1445B IthiA
165 +
26% +
12 +i
30% +
48% +1%
16% -+%

Mother's Day.

BEGLEY'S
DRUG STORES

11.31

What People Are Saying
About Judge Bill Paxton

PfriCkS 4,00C, 401(.1 OA v 104r

Open Mother's Day

" I have been impressed by him personally and also by
his conduct on the bench. He is one of those men "cut out"
to be a judge. •
— Paul I. Baber, Madisonville, Kentucky

PAXTON

for Supreme Court Justice,

Northern

VOTE MAY 25TH — A NON-PARTISAN ELECTION
.4•••

Per,- r ,

,
,1

P A

R,12.14S

%
20
STORE WIDE

OFF

Benton Mall

Benton, Ky.

Regular sue

494

caps/99

Tba 8 Is. cologne tor the 24 P. women
because mho can do t aill
1.28 oz. bony mit
5 or dueling powder
Theo beautiful Ross Sock Po
s aro to dam Moon
Dooms from
assorted COlOrs-

Revlon

lentos
The brearfArl Fragrewo
So. sorb nose
S
downs Bowan

Olympic Plaza
Murray Ky.

Brass
Jewelry Rack

,

A soecole. formuleked wislesar. ern,
decongestant antleistsreone, sinus
Moth..end congssOon modem
Box of 31) tablets

Karin tour
owarre organsed
Akio ovesaant alse
toe dol doetora

Colorplas Stake-up Line

"COME ANYWAY YOU CAN"

-4114•

10-pack

other's Day Gifts

SALE
GUYS& DOLLS
Infants Through Young Juniors
Next To Walmort
Princeton, Ky.

All Butter Cookies

954

3-Pack
Soap

Reguler or Crunchy

4-roll peck
1,1•85u,e.

Jergens

Reese's
Cups

Bathroom
Tissue

1st District

To mark the arrival of
Spring & Summer,we at
LANE & CO. are pleased to celebrate the occasion by offering you,
our customer,a special
discount on our
Dad Wool Blazers for
men.

ClietGard
14thilf
DIET RAN

Chautifty

PI Ow iPbn
basserwrn strengtfr
Walla suPpremant
Dos o142 capsules

Chaise Lounge

Hand & ebb(own

with. any Chantilly purchase
GO espuslus BOO ale GINO

•firviT...ern._$11
Dr. Scholl's

Presented in colors of:
Navy
Red
Blue Heather
Green Heather
Grey Heather
Bottle Green
Camel

tierces, Sandals
comforiebes. Iles eour
Wet perfectly
Assorted colors
AdPrOabla

Faberge

A Teach $599
of Class
,410, Serb Cobgno Misr

Begley's

Sheer or Plastic
sTAINLE

plastic

Thu oaten, elsomat 04 Ms unmeetaltable Fstorde
fragrance wo trasm y011a wofr Pommels °wanes
of preafrge 'The latoole Sell-mduagence

SMILE
I In. s 3in *Os
Des of 30 Sertss

Faberge
50•0•.
<amp.
•

Mafricube:;
.•,,

Reg.8130.00 ,
1 9999

Personal
Touch
Tenn Ilazle Shrew,*Mtn
dozynod for women
KO melodies 2 Nan basis
mond.= and

•,
Showing Daily
9:30 'til 5:30

Schick

1331 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.

89

Enlargements
.Kodak

Rodaeolor II
Colo Abegialse
Ct 1046 C128-24. C1316-24

l'U,1% 12

riff %11 HR % I .k

11.1)14.1-1 a 1 IMF

Ila%

b. 1982

Steps, ramps,landings cause of more accidents listed by study
WASHINGT01+1 AP —
Dancing in the dark may
sound romantic, but it
also can be dangerous.
So, apparently, can
cheerleading, owning an
aquarium, walking up or
down stairs, or getting into bed.
In fact, a new government survey on injuries
shows Americans
manage to hurt
themselves on virtually
every type of object, right
down to "pencils, pens
and other desk supplies"

and — musical instruments
nonelectric)."
The survey, reported
Wednesday in the Consumer Product Safety
Commission's 1982 annual report, records injuries treated at
emergency rooms of 73
hospitals during a oneyear period ending last
June 30. Auto accidents
are not included, and the
CPSC extrapolated from
the results to come up
with nationwide

estimates.
The figures don't add
up to a total of all
product-related injuries,
but the survey notes recent estimates put the
number at 33 million each
year.
The most injuries on
the list — an estimated
763,000 — occurred on
steps, ramps or landings,
piobably no surprise
anyone who's stepped out
on to the porch stairs on
an icy morning.
Nor is there much sur-

prise in the next most
common activities or products involved in accidents. No. 2 is bicycles
and bicycle accessories,
with 518,000 injuries.
Then come the activities,
apparel or equipment
associated with baseball,
478,000 injuries; football,
470,000; or basketball,
434,000.
Then nails, carpet
tacks, screws and thumbtacks — 244,000 injuries.
But dancing?
Yes, dancing is No. 72

on the survey's list of 183
products and activities,
showing an estimated
26,000 people went from
dance floor to hospital
during the year. Kenneth
Haase, director of
statistical methods for
the safety commission's
epidemiology division,
has a simple explantion
for this.
"I don't know if you've
been to any of the wilder
discotheques lately," he
says. "Also drinking is
not an uncommon activi-

ty associated with the
dance floor."
Dancing, in fact, injures more people than
many activities seemingly more dangerous.
Haase has a simple explanation for this, too.
More people dance in
America than, say, play
rugby — 10,000 injuries —
or go snowmobiling —
8,000.
Sheer numbers also account for some of the
other statistical
anomalies that abound in

the survey.
More people are injured in or on beds,
199,000, than in the bath
or shower, 83,000, or on
bar stools, 12,000.
The reason, according

to Haase: "Almost
everybody in our society
is exposed to a bed every
night from birth to death.
Only a very small proportion are exposed to bar
stools."

Spray metal for protection
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
— Almost all metals will
corrode.
One method for slowing
down this process is to
spray the metal with a
protective zinc coating,

available in most hardware stores, the Aerosol
Packaging Council says.
Hinges and wroughtIron railings, for example, last longer with this
coating.

Hours:9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Location: Bel Air Shopping Center

Bel Air
Shopping Center
Location ONLY!

DISCOUNT WILL BE GIVEN AT CASH
REGISTERS

1

•
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Scout cabin site of many activities over the years

Girl Scout observation
week is almost gone and
Dr. and Mrs. Grady Cantrell are still soliciting for
funds to promote the interest in this international organization. When
talking to Mrs. Cantrell,
Kizzie, as she is popularly
known, she said "The
people, mostly business
folks, are very receptive
to us as we call upon them
for money to aid the
Scouts. We have not been
associated with this work
here until lately. I am
becoming more and more
involved and want to
learn about the ownerdrip and management of
the girl Scout cabin in the
city park. We have col-

lected more than $300 and
are not through with calling in interest of increasing this amount."
Cabin Is Site Of
Scout Activities
According to core
director, Miss Patricia
Parrish, the cabin needs
updating. The
refrigerator needs
repair; the curtains are
worn out and the entire
building needs work done
before Day Camp which
will be soon after school
is out.
The building has seen'
many activities held
within her walls. A clipping from the Ledger and
Times dated February 14,
1950 reports the follow-

ing: "Troop No. 4 (Mrs.
A. B. Austin's troop) had
a Valentine party in the
cabin which was
decorated by Troop 9.
Games were played. The
leaders, Mrs. A. B.
Austin, Mrs. Bob Garrison and Miss Lochie
Fay Hart, were in charge
of the games. A troop
mother, Mrs. R. L. Ward
also helped.
"Dainty sandwiches,
cookies and iced drinks
were served to the following: Billy Wyatt, Donald
Henry, Robert James
Overbey, Charles Collie,
A. W. Simmons, Jr., Bob
and Don Overbey, David
Adams, Bobby Nix
Crawford, Billy Dale

Outland, Clem Collins.
"Also: Girls Scouts Clara Wilson, Beverly
White, Shirley Cathey,
Nancy Jetton, Annette
Ward, Fidelia Austin,
Mary Ellen Jackson,Sandra Lancaster, Emma
Lou Hatcher, Leah Dell
Hopkins, Patsy
Buchanan, Patsy
Shackleford, Margaret
Atkins, Jane Baker,
Peggy Bynum and Anna
Jean Roberts. Written by
Shirley Cathey, troop
scribe."
Another newspaper
report July 1949 said
"The Senior Scouts are
planning a formal dance
at the Scout Cabin July,
29 with Billy Shelton's or-

Some Bright Ideas
Gifts from $5

IZOD
shirts, belts, sweaters,
jackets, wallets, key chains, hats

POLO
shirts, pants, belts, ties,
key chains

BASS
PIERRE CARDIN_
SWANK

Rai

Dopp kits, tie pins,
tie racks

Ia

Nuckingliam lag CO
1302 Chestnut Street
Murray. Kentucky

1.

Gold at Silver
Wholesale Jewelers Inc.

V1S4

Olympic Plaza

Gigantic Mother's Day Sale
All Diamonds & Stone Rings

ki 11° II"
•
1 11 15 li
" Ili 24 N 11UU
61 1111 WNW
3•a UN
id
ill id iii

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE

id 111 11
ill
II ika
iii ill•
Id killU. •
m•hid
hi

75 0
0
/

YOU
KNOW
WHAT 7

Up To
Off
With Any $200 Purchase You Will Receive
A Free Diamond Ring. "te3ss?..12."
Engagement Sets & Wedding Bands
Up To

750
/
0

WOW ---IT'S

EXPENSIVE

Off

1i-I1NK YOU NEtI,
ME TO SIT UP THERE
ANC HELP YOU WRITE
YOUR COLUMN...

Ugly Tips

4

ER---I WANT' TO
START A
CHRISTMAS
LAYAWAY PL AN
FOR SOME
GUMDROPS

Buy Any 14 Kt. Gold Bracelet
or Chain And Get A Free

24 Kt. Gold-Dipped Leaf
With Any $75.00 Purchase Receive A Free
Pair Of 14 Kt. Gold Earrings (Limited Selection)
Wide Selection Of 14 Kt.
Gold Chains

60%

Off

SHOuLPINI'T BE
IN1 THE ARMY. I'AA
Ml5Si NG OUT ON
MY TRUE CALL iNG

BLONDIE .1 I JUST OVERHEARD SHIRLEY TELL
MEG THAT SHE THINKS
WERE B4G GOSSIPS!

Great For Mother's Day

AND 501/ WAS I EVER
GOING TO GIVE 1-17
A PIECE OP MY
AV'
"tifeSlie
sf2

Gold & Silver Pendants Up To 75% Off
Win A free Diamond Ring
Come Into Store And Register
Drawing Will Be Made Every Three Hours
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
No Purchase Necessary
Open 9-9 Mon. Thru Sat.

753.7113

;• -''t

1-6 Sunday

..••••g-'
•
••

• ••• •

-

-

•

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

DON'T
FORGET
TRIP-PAK

hefts, money clips, neck chains,
wallets, travel accessories

It

Leah Dell Hopkins, Em- Freed Cotham, camp in- Douglass, E. . u n
ma Lou Hatcher, Nancy spection; Misses Betty E. B. Howton and.Hiram
Jetton, Mary Ellen Shroat, Elizabeth and Sue Tucker. Younger inJackson, Ruby Anna Upchurch, devotions.
termediates —
Jones, Sandra Lancaster,
Volunteers were Mesdames Pat Rowland.
Joyce McCage, Anita plentiful. They included: A. B. Austin, R. L. Ward,
Rowland, Anna Jean Swimming which was Hugh Wilson, and Walter
Roberts, Patsy done in the college pool: Baker. Older
Shackelford, Donna j.ou Carrie White, Phil intermediates Miss
Tuck, Annette Ward, Crawford, Ben Crawford, Rowena Wainscott.
Beverly White, Clara William Taylor, Mary
Probably the most tryJane Kennedy, Naomi ing job was that of the
Wilson.
Of this troop three Lee Whitnell, Evelyn over-night-cookout crew members earned the priz- Heater, Charles Taylor, Mesdames Walter Baker,
ed
Curved Bar, the Barney Jyzor, Ted Buel Jetton, A. G.
highest award in Dewitt,* Sue Smith, Im- Walston, Odell King, W.
scouting. They were An- ogene Payne, Billy R. Young and Hardeman
nette Ward, Fidelia Adams, James Parker Nix.
Austin and Leah Dell and George Wooten.
Thanks to the Ledger
Hopkins.
Dramatics — Mrs. and Times for furnishing
According to the Harlan Hodges, Jackie these facts, and other
Ledger & Times ( what Sharborough, Betty people who are still inwould a community do Shroat.
terested in Girl Scouting
Camp Craft — Harlan for giving me the inwithout a newspaper?) I
find listed here and there Hodges; Music — Mrs. formation that I have usnames of women who Roy Farmer, William ed in these columns.
have served as commis- McElrath, Julia Fuqua, There are many, many
sioners they are called Nancy Sammons. others who have conCore leaders now) are: Dancing: Mrs. Gingles tributed to the progress of
Mesdames George Hart, Wallis, Naomi Lee the Scouts, but I don't
E. C. Parker, E. W. Whitnell, Lochi-... Fay remember them all and
Outland who served 30 Hart, Carolyn Melugin, have no newspaper clippyears and was one of the Carolyn Stroube, Janot ings that mention them.
few awarded the Thank Smith and Mrs. Hugh
I believe in the laws
You Badge,011ie Barnett. Giles. Arts and Crafts: and principals of the Girl
I wish I had a complete Mesdames Robert Scouts and that girls who
Stroube, E. L. Noel; have had this training are
list.
In another event held in Kathleen Hawkins, Ann better prepared for adult
the cabin is a Brownie Fenton and Nancy Wear. life. I wish I knew the
Special committees: married names of all
Fly-Up- When they
became 10 years old, the Brownies — Mesdames those I have mentioned When Traveling Brownies flew into in- Nix Crawford, Wells what they are
doing and
termediate rank. Those Overbey, Harold their achievements.
frZiT
ic
oo rn
who got their wings that
day camp in June, 1949
were: Judy Carr, Joyce
Carr, Frances Cohoon,
Betty Jo Crawford, ACROSS
- locate-Carolyn Sue Fulton,
2 Seesaw
Answer to Wediesday's Puzzle
3 Printer's
Marion Hargis, Carolyn 1 Vapor
H A APA
R
L
TI
6
French
river
measure
Joy .Herndon, Betsy 11
A L A RI R.
E
A
Writing
4 High card
Howton, Margaret Nell
E S I
0 S
implement
A,
5 Small
Jones, Patsy • McKeel, 13 Season
TA
amount
PLEA
A
I T
6 Boundary
Carolyn Sue Orr, 14 Diphthong
Loosely
EN
7 Number
Geraldine Outland, Nan- 15 woven
cotton 8 Give —
0
A
A
cy Outland, Nancy Sykes, 17 Scale note
W A N
back'
A
N A
Loretta Tucker, Patricia 18 — a boy'
9 Buy back
E
A
N T
Low in cost but big in
Ann Wilson, June Gar- 20 musical study 10 Worn away
IA S. T E
coverage. State Autos
21
Foothke
part
12
Tardy
O
T
A
rison. These Brownies 22
A
i
Trip-Pak provides you with
Approach
13 Broadest
L
A RII T 0
were led by Miss Betty 24 Summer
needed Accident and
Fr
16 Speechless
A G,A
Y E A
Baldwin.
Baggage Insurance for
25 Escape
19 Seamen___
Leading Troop 8 was 26 Disturbance 21 Gratifies
your vacation or other trips
Select the benefits you
Miss Thelma Combs: 28 Hold in high 23 Dinner treat 34 Arrow
43 Tropical fruit
regard
25 Wild
want for the exact period of Troop 6 was led by Miss
36 Hit lightly
44 Traced
30
Den
27 Small bird
37 Valentine
time you will be gone
47 Small rug
Thelma Martin. In these 32 ' GWTW
29 Scottish cap
symbol
from 1 to 180 days
48 Bishopric
troops the following
plantation
31 Refund
39 Act
51 Scale note
33 Parish head 41 Couples
Brownies Flew Up: 32/Entered in
Travel with protection
53 Hebrew letter
the
ledger
Olivia Barnett, Ann and
Call us about State Autos
1 2 3 4 5
35 Spar
Trip-Pak You II find we re
Gayle Douglass, June 37
6
Male deer
friends you can depend on
12
Foy„ Lynn Hahs, Edwina 38 Evil
14
Kirk, Barbara Ann Mott, 40 Jump
Norma Fay Ragsdale, 42 Worm
43, Challenged
Betty Thurmond, 45
2°
Watering
Patricia Calhoun.
place
The camp organization 46 Near
committee for this Day 47 Concerns
49 Greek letter
Court Sq.
Camp in '49 included the 50 Spin
753-4451
following adults: 52 More
profound
Mesdames E. C. Parker,
Commissioner; Robert 54 Commonplace
42
hi
Hahs, Treasurer; Aubrey 55 Unwanted
•
Hatcher, transportation;
plants
R. C. McIntosh, milk and
State Auto Insurance ice; Clyde James, nurse; DOWN
1,end you can depend on
Charles Baker, devo- T
Toledo's
tions: Noel Melugin and

ttLASKE.i-19k

Weejuns, Tassel Weejuns,
boat shoes

That's

chestra furnishing the
music. 11 think that
Billy, a popular Murray
State student, donated
the band's performance
that night.)
Many are the nights
that have been spent in
slumber 1?) parties in the
cabin. In dead of winter,
the concrete floors
became quite uncomfortable in spite of the open
log fire that was kept burning. Among those who
devoted hours and love to
the Scouts are some I
have mentioned in earlier
columns and these that I
can remember: Mrs.
Lewis Drake; Mrs. J.
Albert Tracey of Troop 3 June Barnett, Terry Lee
Tracey, Randa Broach,
Shirley Geurin, Jeanette
Huie, Ann Farmer,
Carolyn Caraway, Janet
Sue Jetton, Dorothy Jean
Parker, Shirley Ann
Seaford, Nancy Spann,
Rozene Dowdy, Peggy
Bynum,
Another leader: Mrs.
A. B. Austin, a ten-year
leader of Troop 4:
Margaret Ruth Atkins,
Fidelia Austin, Peggy
Bynum, Ann Barnett,
Patsy Buchanan, Jane
Baker, Shirley Cathey,

r -••

I WONDER IF YOUR CARAVAN
MI65E5 •OU YET, SLAVE mA5TER ,
OR IF THFY CARE „.
-

.a.

I'LL LEAVE YOU uP
HERE SO THE HvehiA6
DON'T GET 'tt3U BEFORE
YOU 5144KE 11P.

a

r.

I' 114.1111111. %11 lilt t1 . k).. 1.1:111.1.1t t T1‘11.S. Flour-mkt). Ma)6.1912

3. Notice

2. Notice

100's of Direct rubies,
pearls, emeralds, and
even diamonds are
switching to a more
reliable and realistic
business For infor ma
tion call 197 8733

MMIE3IPIE 310711a

2. Notice
Two women will share
nice 3 bedroom house 1 2
block from campus
Available mid to late
May
Call Rebekah
after 5p.m.753 6511
Wanted. All old feather
beds needed! Age or
condition is unimpor
tant! 'Honest cash
buyer. Box 691, New
Albany,. In..' 17150
Directions Phone.

It. Nome Furnishings

22. Musical

Antique maple desk
753 8615
Used washer and dryer
white Maytag. Call
753 9353 after 5p.m
Antique walnut jelly
cupboard 2 door, 2
drawer. Call 753 8378
after Ip.m

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marahtz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
fessional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753 0113.

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts. For Rent

41. Public Sale

41. Public Sale

Sunny Acres Nursery. Two bedroom garage Big Yard Sale in Har Garage Sale Fri. and
Garden bedding and apartment, water pro din, Ky. Sat., May 8th. Sat. May 7th, 8th.
house plants, 901 vided, lawn mowed. at Charles Used Cars.
ROing lawn mower,
Johnny Robinson Road
Refrigerator and stove Carport Sale 1816 N. tiller, tim. recap tires,
14 Kt. Gold
Call 753 3619
furnished. Call 753 5733.
20th St. Fri., May 7th. bicycles, and numerous
Earrings $9.95
Two bedroom and 3 8 5.
other items. 7 0 7
bedroom apartments Carport Sale 1709 Col Sycamore.
27. Mobile Home Sales
available May 11 at 1602 lege Farm Road Sat.
esti:Hatton im
24. Miscellaneous
Large assortment of
•op y On
12x60 2 bedroom un Miller. Priced $175. and only.
West Kentucky s finest IP
Gold dipped leaf
10 HP riding lawn furnished. Central air $225 Phone 753 2403.
Yard Sale
MI CARTER STUDIO ip pendents and
mower, 36 inch gas heat, needs little
19.
Farm
Equipment
4
Party
300 Mom n 7 5 1 8 298
Yard Sale
minor
work.
$2000.
Can
cut,electric start.
36 different styles.
FOR RENT
265 Massey Ferguson Sears. $600. Four be seen at 95 Riveria
Thom, Friday end
3 for $9.95
diesel 360 hours, 6 row chrome 15 inch wheels Cts. or call 753 6605.
Beautiful furnished
Sotorday, 11 a.m. til
Location: Carrico's
cultivator, 10ft. wheel fits Ford or Dodge 1970 12x65 mobile
3. Card of Thanks
apartment for 4 colhome,
Service Station
Location: 1617 Cardisc, 4 14in. plows 489 small bolt pattern. Call 8x12 pullout room.
All
GOLD &
Thanks, to my friends of 2110.
lege girls or boys also
Corner of S. 9th ti
dinal Drive. Watch for
159
1465.
electric
central
air
and
Ellis Court for the
SILVER
1 and 2 bedroom
I Row John Deere corn 1971 Firebird
Sycamore St.
signs! Maternity,
drivers heat, underpinned,
lovely flower ar
apartments
drill
with
. Summer
spray
rig.
14x35
Call
wood
deck.
Wholesale
Time: Fri. S Sat. 8:00
Take
door, hood, trunk lid,
women, mess, girls
rangement given to me
and fall near Universiin sympathy of the 753 3331 or 492 8893 after transmission, rear over payment. Phone
e.m.-6:00 p.m.
Jewelers Inc.
and
baby clothes.
5.00p.m.
glass with defrost and$53 31115.
death of my daughter. I
ty. Phone 753-5865
Lots of items too
Books, patterns,
Olympic Plaza
love you all. God Bless, International 656 rear clip. 1970 Firebird 1970 Cosavegas 12x65
or 753-5108 after
nemerous to mention!
Diesel. Excellent con front cone and grills, mobile home. 1 /
material, toys, odd
753-7113
1
2 bath,
Mary Pierce.
5:30 p.m.
If
rained out, will be
dition.
Call
rotors,
492
8566
frame
or
.
bedroom,
hood,
gas
3
central
heat
and ends and much
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
153 9254.
tank. '1 9 73 Cutlass and air, wood stove.
held the following
5. Lost and Found
MOfC.
Metal trusses and bar Supreme front cap, $5500. Call 901 247 3306.
weekend.
Two
doors,
trunk
nice
lid,
apartments
bum
joists
21
and 30ft. Call
1974 Village mobile
George Beard original $50. "Reward. Large
pers, some interior, home 12x60. 3 bedroom, 1-2 bedroom and 1 1
Willow Furniture Alaskian Malamute, 753 5181.
bedroom furnished. Air
rear
end.
1972
Plymouth
Large-3 Party Garage
builder back in town. wolf gray and white TRACTOR TIRES New 318 motor $75. 1974 all electric. 753 5167 or conditioned, near
the Sale. Washer,
10 /
1
2 percent F INANC
753-7649.
Formaly located Hwy color. Strayed from and Used Kough Mustang rear
dryer,
lake
10
miles
end.
south
1972
on
For sale mobile home 121.
bed, dresser, books, ING!!!! Yes a small
94 East. House of Doran Wiswell Rd. Equipment. 382 2207.
Chevelle
Couples
door,
or
fender,
singles bedspreads,
and 2 lots at Pine Bluff only.
Willow can be reached area. Phone 753 4703
tapes, downpayment and owrear bumper. 753 8127.
No pets. Lease and
something for every ner financing will make
Shores, storage build deposit
now at 136-2437 anytime days, or 759-1274 night. •
required. 436COAST TO COAST ing. Owner will finance.
one. Gibbs Store Rd., you the owner of this
1000 and 1415 SPECIAL
after op m. Our prices Lost: Diamond pendant
5401.
SALE. Pot 753 8669.
1
2
K ingswood Subd. Sat. newly decorated 1 /
are the same as before, at hospital on April 29.
gallon NH3 Nurse ting soil cow manure
story, 4 bedroom home
only,8 5.
some pieces even re- Reward offered. 753'For sale near Pan 33. Rooms for Rent
with basement, alum.
tanks with or 40Ibs. $1.99, marble orama Shores mobile
5111 Ext. 330 or 753.0483.
duced in price.
Large Yard Sale will be
chips lawn lime 50Ibs.
Rooms for rent 1 block held at Riviera Parking siding, central heat with
Lost:
aqua
home
marine
lot.
and
Near
ring
the
without wagon and $1.99, Peat humus top
Do yoo have a tobacco
wood stove for unwith 12 diamonds.
water ready to move in. from University. 753- Lot on Thurs., Fri., and believable
economy.
flotation tires. soil 40 lbs. $1.69, Call
or dairy barn in need
1812
or
753
6933.
Possibly lost at Murray
Doug
9-3.
Sat.
1-527
3125 for
Spaghnum peat Icy. ft.
Double lot near school.
of repair? Now would
Tool Bars, 5 to 9 $7.99.
details.
Calloway Co. Hospital
Moving Sale at 735 Riley Make your appointment
34. Houses for Rent
Coast to Coast
Mon. or Tues. If found
In the time to give us
Ct. Thurs. and Fri. now by calling Spann
row in 15 ft. to 21 Hardware Central Good 10x45 2 bedroom One
call
159.4186.
bedroom,un- Furniture, appliances, Realty Assoc. 753-1721.
call.
Shopping Center 753 furnished mobile home.
ft. widths. A com- 8604
f urnished dishes, bed, clothes
Call 753 4808.
Boy one pair of boots 6. Help Wanted
plete supply of
Here is your opportun house at Coldwater. One Call 759-9407.
We pat on or repair
at regular price get
MODELING AS
ity to move into a very or two people. $65 per Moving Sale- bedroom
tanks,
Strout.
pumps,
galvanized and
month plus deposit. furniture,
Diamond Earring
the second pair at half SIGNMENTS
nice well -kept com
mattress and
Realty
Water
furnished.
valves
Call
and
NH3
aluminum roofs and
General Office Work No
SPECIAL
pletely furnished 14x70
box springs, kitchen
prise. Dress boots,
489 2267.
experience necessary
.mobile
table,
home
siding.
accessorie
AM
on
-FM
a
radio
s.
$29.00439
.00 Comwork boots and side
Call Diana Hansen at
100x2.51 lot with outside Three bedroom house record player and large
Office Coast?. Coast
pare at $50.00 to
zips.
(219) 345 2000 or write
storage and many fruit for rent with well. screen t.v. Maytag
Meyers fres Everywhere
COVER GIRLS, Naked
$100.00
trees Owner will ass Private location. 345- washer and dryer,
teiekle Service Since 1900
2205.
Kenny Rogers jeans, City, Box 2000,
ist
Tappan
you,
with
refrigerat
financing
or
Leo's Immediate
1912 Cokiweter teed
Roselawn, In. 46312.
753 1492 at Century 21 Three bedroom 1 bath automatic ice maker,
Sikeston,
western shirts, and
Horny, keeled,' 42071
Jewelry
Loretta
Repair
Realtors
Murray
Jobs
near
11hp
East
36in
cut
Elementary
Need
experienced clean
Mo. 63801
western dress slacks. up
(502) 153-0186
School on Hwy 280. $250. tractor lawn mower,
man. Call 7530333.
314-471-0988
404 N. 12th
Anytime
28. Mobile Home Rentals a month,
Boy one pair at Part or full time
Shp
tiller.
Both
like
$200.
new
deposit.
work
753-9899
KU L. KENNON
regular price and get from home, processing
Clean 2 bedroom fur References required. best offer. 753 2366.
trolar
753-1852 after 6p.m.
Couple wishing to rent
Moving Sale- old
fished_ m
die, second item at mail or typinV
22. Musical.
_ home.
Lkeosod & Beefed
• - or lea Se--T$otiSe
Hospital bed and m-at $75. security deposit Three bedroom, 2 bath. bicycles, horse pack,
perience
unnecessar
y,
half price.
tment with garage or
tress for sale, also box required. $150. per 6 miles on Hwy 280. some furniture. Fri. and
excellent income.
springs for regular bed. month rent. No pets. $225. a month. 436-2240, Sat. 207 N. 16th at
space for studio. Call
potentials. For in759 1551.
Miller. Mon. and Toes. Good investment - pro
436 5455.
753 0031.
formation send stamCall 753-4808.
REPOSSESSED
perty. 641 South, apin
case of rain.
ped, self addressed enLawn mower battery 12 Trailers for rent Dill's Two bedroom house
proximately 4 miles
ORGAN
velope
to:
Olympic Plaza
Betty
volt $24.99 exchange. Trailer Court.
1413 S. 10th. $175. Also 2 Multi Party Garage from Murray.
Two
LETS GO • FISHING
Orlowski 6467 S. 27th St.
One half already paid
Wallen Hardware
753-7113
Two bedroom furnished bedroom apartment Sale. 524 Shady Ln. May frame houses on 5 acres
Now open Rex's Bait
Franklin, Wisconsin
1417
9:30-4:00.
8th.
Paris.
Hillwood
Dr.
balance
Call
due
or
monor unfurnished. New
(tendable). Excellent
Open 9-9
and Tackle Hwy
53132.
Multi Party Yard Sale commercial property
Marine battery power furniture and carpet, 7539240.
thly payments.
732 Irvin Cobb Road. 5
Reliable
and
dependaSat.
series
pack
17
8
Earl
to
105 amp. central air. Rent $85.
3
Court.
with ideal building site,
miles off 94 East. Red
ble non smoker, middle
$59.99 exchange. Wallen $150. Shady Oaks 753- 36. For Rent or Lease
Thinking about a yard plus income from rental
worms and night Murray Memorial
age building maintenHardware Paris.
- 753-7575
5209.
sale? Join us at the fair houses.. $21,500. • KOPcrawlers, (fresh from Gardens is interested in
One bedroom un
ance repair man. Must
grounds flea market. PE RUD REALTY -753New and used girls
bed to box) rods and putting white ducks or
furnished
apartment
work alone without
on
Open Fri., Sat., and 1222.
shoes and clothes, infreels, minnow buckets, Mallards on their pond. supervisio
30. Business Rentals
Main Street near Sun. To'
n. Painting,
ant to adult. Some
reserve a spot
croppie rigs, floats, If you have any for sale
Hospital.
roofing, and carpeting
S145month
. phone 753-4669 or 753brand new at give away Want to rent pasture for
hooks, sinkers, and lots or any you would like to
Deposit
experience necessary.
required. 9729.
PIANO
prices. Girls 18in. horse and calves. Call
of other bait related donate please call 7535 bedroom -home 2
Call 753-3018 after 7p.m.
bicycle, -duck blinds, 436-2997.
items. Also novelties. 2654.
SALE
FOR
blocks from campus Yard Sale 513 Beale St.
storm windows and
Open every day your The Apple Tree School Secretary with current
S250month
. Ideal for Fri. and Sat. May 1-8 at
Responsible
Wanted
party
shorthand
and
typing.
2
tires.
Call
753-7956 after
business always provides quality
8a.m.
child years experience. Ac
students.
3p.m.
assume
small
to
monthly
appreciated
care with an tion Personnel
A bedroom country Yard Sale 8 3
753 6532.
Oxygen, acetylene,
payments Do spinet console
Mini
educational program
home. $250month. De- Thurs.-Sat. 1st green
cutting and welding
We con matte and frame• for ages 2 through 5. Wanted: someone to
sun locally
be
pins.
Can
•
Warehouse
posit required. and white house.north of
keep
an
infant
and
do
Three bedroom
your artwork
torch
with
bottles.
Also
Also, a summer proCall Spann Realty As- Moose Lodge.
Write: (include phone
Storage Space
light house work in our
230amp electric welder.
house with baseill CARTER STUDIO ND gram is available for hp
sociates,
753-7724.
Yard
Sale
Fri.,
May
7th
weber) Credit Manager
For Rent
.me. Send references
Call 7538019.
ment apartments,
300 Main 753-8298. school age children.
at 1011 Story Ave. 8-5.
Ind
resume
to
Beckemeyer,
PO
P.O.
521,
Box
Box
753-4758
753-9356
37. Livestock-Supplies
Snapper mower blades
plus another house
Some furniture, hi
1040H Murray, Ky
11.62219.
25in., 26in., 28in., 30in.,
with two apart42071.
Performance tested 313, chair, and large variety
or 33in. $5.99 Wallen
'2, ae, 7s Simmental and of other items.
ments. Close to
Hardware
32.
Apts.
For
Rent
-Paris.
9. Situation Wanted
Maine Anjou. Service Yard Sale Sat. May 8
business section.
Expert Repair Service On Car & Home
Duplex near college. 2 age bulls, only top 1306 Poplar. Washer
$65,000. KOPWill brake and disc
bedroom, large deck performance bulls from and dryer, air conStereo's Of Good Quality.
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
PERUD REALCar stereos by
patio, central heat and our 800 cows. All bulls ditioner, miscellaneous
7530144.
No Discount Store Mdse. Please!
TY.
Pioneer, Sony
items.
health
tested
air. Call after 5p.m.
and
Lensed KRC-511 Cassette
guaranteed. Broadbent
Morontz, Sanyo and
10. Business Opportunity
receiver with digital clock. 753-6699.
Extra nice 1 bedroom Farms Cadiz, Ky. 42211
others. Expert inALF111 stereo completely
Commercial Property
furnished
apartment. 1 Days 502-235-5182.
222 So. 12th
stallation and service.
For Sale by owner that
753.5865
fisctionl. Slight damage to
block from Univers- 38.
Pets-Supplies
has been used as a 6 bay
22 years in business.
front of case. Can be seen
ity. Open now. Call
Ladies 8. Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
car wash. Concrete
WORLD Or SOUND
753-2967
after
5p.m.
UKC Registered
at Dan McNutt Shelter Itblock building with
loots $1.00 pr.
urnished Aparifdetft-, W-alkers wilt good
wain office 522 Maio
paved parking area, 222 S. 126753-S86S
22
5 L.P. Miller St. IScress Feta Camesserrs Carew)
blood
line.
753
0405
1
or
2
bedroom.
Also
with all utilities. Can be
Street Murray, Ky.
sleeping rooms. Zim- days, after 5p.m. 436used for other
Weekdays 9-5. Sealed bids
Exterminat
23.
ing
Specializing In Senior Citizens
merman Apts. S. 16th. 2132.
businesses. Located . at
may be left at Agents office
St. 753-6609.
3rd and Sycamore Sts.
Hair Cuts $1.00
Of Sell to Shelter IIISIf3E1
Garage apartment 707 41. Public Sale
corner lot Murray, Ky.
Shampoo,
Shave and Haircut $2.75
Main and for other
Owner will consider
Company. Sealed bids will
3
Party
Yard
sale
505
furnished
financing. Phone
apartment
s
he opened May 21. 1982 at
Blair Sat. 8th. Clothes,
753-1390.
Paducah 1502554 5543.
Open Hours Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
1210 noon. We reserve the call
HILLDALE APART- appliances,
7:30-2:30-753-3685
right
reject
to
miscellaneo
any
all
an
us.
9-3.
MENTS
HARDIN, KY.
13. For Sale or Trade
bids.
Now taking applications 4 Party Garage Sale
For termites,
For sale or trade eson side for Section 8, Sat. May 8th at 1305 S.
roaches, ants,
tablished business in
Two full sized hand rent-subsidized apart- 16th St. across from Fox
good location. Price
any pests.
crocheted bedspreads ments. 1, 2, & 3 be- Meadows Tr. Ct. 8a.m.
negotiable. Any reand used wheel chair drooms. Apply Hilldale ???
asonable offer conApartments, Hardin, 5 Party Yard Sale
like new. Call 489-2654.
Owner
sidered.
financ
Ky or dial 502 437-4113. Lynnwood Estates off
Used
riding
lawn
ing available. Call 753
Equal Housing 121 South. Follow signs.
mowers.
See
Keith
at
1109 after Sp.m)
Opportunity.
Clothes-toddler 9 mths.
Stokes Tractor and
Will trade 1.25 acres
Nice inexpensive 1 be- to 2 years, boys 2 to 4
Implement. 753-1319.
dark -fired tobacco for
droom apartment low years, girls size 8,
burley lbs. Call 489 2756
women's size 5 to 12,
utilities. 753-3949.
26. TV-Radio
after 8p.m.
One and 2 bedroom boy's size 12-16, shoes
apartments for rent. all sizes. Toys, games,
14. Want to Buy
Call 753-3530 The bicycles, lamps, gun
I
Color 25 inch TV, Only
racks, full size bed,
Want to buy horse or
Embassy Apts.
25.00
per month.
lawn mower, child's
pony. 436-2994 or 762
One and 2 bedroom desk and chair,
New warranty.
pic1294.
apartments near down- tures, material, patCLAYTON'S
Want to buy good
town Murray. 753-4109 terns, many
more
out board motor
or 436 2844.
753-7575
Phone 753-3914
items. Sat., May 8th.
Preferably 10hp to 18hp
One bedroom furnished 8-??? If rain cancel.
Saturday, May 8, 1982, at 1:00 p.m. Call 436 2427
apartment. 1 block from Aurora
Flea Market
campus. Water fur- Hwy 68 Aurora
Rain or shine, at the late S. L. Futrell 15. Articles for Sale
nished. $115. Call 753home five miles southeast.of Murray on
1203.
Tillers 5hp Briggs and
the Green Plains Road.
Straton engine chain
Small, partly furnished
drive. $269.99 Wallen
2 bedroom apartment.
Selling: Huffy riding lawn mower, rotor
Hardware Paris.
Near campus. Water
May 8th Saturday 9:00 Sharp
tiller, all kind of hand tools, Craftman
paid. $105. 489-2244.
tiortion: Frem lontee Hike Hwy. Si (Meyfie401 Hwy.) 'a po spore' 6 miMs to Howard n Ole
16. Home Furnishings
bond sow, planer, sander, and table saw,
Three room apartment
files Tress Home - Week for sirs - 9:00 A.M.
car buffer, skill sows, tool bar, rubber tired
hilt I last m
peottrulof skits 51 Mem plywood floors Slielterel
on Olive St. 753-6045
24cu. ft. Refrigerator
IN CASE OE RAIN THE SALE WILL 11 14110
skim Alootomi atm* Wore ow uplift al prices Local itsf in
wagon, deep freeze, washer, no frost
after 5p.m.
freezer. 753 1261.
SATURDAY, MAY" at 9:00
Pin
171
al
Merry
Carlin
refrigerator, end tables, chest of drawers,
Two Bedroom Town
Antigen hineltore
Curved glass oak round China cabinet with mirror; Round oak table 'n 4 hip hugger chairs with
753-8872
House Apartment,
Singer sewing machine electric, dishes
753-0984
leaf);
walnut
Burl
bevelled dresser with marble top 'n walnut pulls; Half curve marble top wash
range, refrigerator,
"Boy TIN kilt., Less At..."
and cooking ware. Some antiques. Sharp
stand with claw feet (an eye catcher); Walnut dresser (11100's); Oak sewing rocker; Ornate
oak
dishwasher, disposal,
side board with mirror (very nice:, Dinning table with Queen Ann feet; Several
1955 Bel Air 4 door Chevrolet, 55,000
oak chairs; 4washer dryer hookup,
chest of drawers; 6-walnut ladder back chairs, Martha Washington wash stand
(beautiful);
2miles, wood whiskey barrel, small tables,
corner China cabinets; Very old Rosewood love seat:gold velvet'n good condition).
central heat and air.
Call 753-7550 or 753-7579
stone jars, wash kettle, two rifles flat top
Prisitivos

SPECIAL

rARD SALE

NOTICE

Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger IL Times
are 8 a.m. • S
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8-12.

I 43. Real Estate

J.C. & C.
Sheeting

1/2 Price
Sale

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
75 3 - 03 29
(Home)

James L.
Kellet Co.

Vernon's

CLAYTON'S

KOPU 'D

FOR SALE

World of Sound

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

PRE-SEASON SALE

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL

Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool
may be purchased now thru May
28. Purchase prior to May 7 to be
eligible for a free season pass.

CO 4%k.

Family Passes - $60.00
Single Passes - $30.00

753-7794

0
JC &
Sheeting

Passes may be purchased at the
Park office, 10th it Payne St.,
phone 753-7640.

Industrial
Commercial
Residential

Kelley'sContro
Tertnitl]
8 Pest

Auction Sale

Call 753-0329
After 5:00

i

trunk, nice dining room suite with six
choirs, bedroom suite with bevel mirror on
dresser and wardrobe. Also have a lood of
new three piece living room suites and
recliners, direct from the factory, chain
hoist, weed eater, 32 foot Angelus house
traitor, 2 bedroom,furnished. 14 foot boot
with trailer and West Bend motor. Also
selling living ,room suite recliner, and
heaters. Lots more items too numerous to
mention.
Not responsible tier accidents. LundlOn
'grounds.

Terry Slieemakor Rectilinear
Fer sore beformatien cell 753-9324

American
Lamp Company
Manufactures
Outlet

SPRING
SPECIAL
8x12
$761.90

CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Auction Sale •
Mother's Day Sate
- Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.
Lamps of all kinds.
Register for free
prizes to be given
away. 5 miles
North of Mayfield
on Hwy. 45 North.
Cash and Carry

ANTIQUE AUCTION

641 Auction Hoyle Hwy. 641 N. Paris
Tn. every Friday night at 6:30 PM.
This week lamps, chairs, depression glass
(pink, green, red), cedar wardrobe, stoneware,
living room. suit, TVs, rockers, glassware,
bedroom suite, desk, bunk beds, chest,
refrigerator, oak wash'stand, secretary, coffee
grinder and much more

Actioneer:
Lorry &locum No. 646A
Shortie McBride No. 247

Two bedroom un
furnished apartment S
8th near hospital. 2
bedroom partially fur
ni5hed apartment and 1
bedroom furnished
apartment near downtown. Adults only, lease
and deposit required.
Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
TwO bedroom duOlex all
appliances. Call 753
8146 days or 753-2437

- 'Two bedroom apartment in Northwood.
Appliances, washer and
dryer furnished. No
pets. $265. 753-0114

Old oak wall telephone; Iron bed; Trunks; Showcase from old store; Many hand
bell; Corn sheUer on Box; 6- Kerosene lamps - I alladin; iron tea kettles, Lot oftools; 03 dinner
clocks, gleams 'n trays; Several jugs; 3 stone chruns with dasher; Many beautifulcoke items -4'n old pictures
'n frames(many with fruit); - Electric brass lamps with hand-painted
shades 'n hangingliciams
(30 yrs. 010);12z 18 ow rug '• 717 round rug (good);
Blue 'n white fruit jar collection; Old doll
collection; Old stone slop jar; Oak S-Day Kitchen Clock; Square 6-1)ay I Ansonie I clock; Electric
May Mantle-Clock; Anvil; I shed full(haven't men the goodies yet '

Glassware •
I sets of Noritake China I with extra pieces:, 4-seasons Currier'n Ives plate; Collection 44 piste.

(mostly fruit); Imperial carnival glass pitcher 'n 4 glasses; over 25 China pitchers
with beautiful
fruit or floral design, Portrait of young girl pitcher 11800 England:, Black
(England); Tee set (Germany); Krackle pitcher 'n glass set; Carnival berry China tea kettle
set; Lot It old Carnival glassware(over 50 pieces); 2 round butter molds, Gone wt_th the Wind blue
lemonade pitcher
set; Blue stone cow pitcher, Cats paw pitcher. Bride's basket; individual collection
of each of the
following Vinegar cruets, butter dishes, compotes, sugar honey dishes, cups
'eksaucers, glass
bowls (mostly old press glass:, preserve stands, numerous bowls, pitchers,'n
vases; Hobnail set.
Collection of Jim Bean whiskey bottles, Hens 'n Chickens, 6-pieces pitcher 'n bowl
set (England)
z-•real beauty!
.
Terms: Cash or check with coroner ID Not responsible for accidents Lunch
served.
Sale Conducted by

Cherles-527-1SS2
Pawl -5274424

Starks Brothers Auction Company
Benton, Ky.
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43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

46.Homesfor Sale

Here's approximately 3 Affordable 3 year old
acres for country living, ,two bedroom home. 1400
for playful children, for sq ft, includes garage,
the victory garden, for built in appliances, fen
the family pet, for a lot ced in yard. Assume
of pleasure for your own loan. Call Owner 753
little group. Owner is 8469 or Shroat Waldrop
willing to lend you your 759 1707.
down payment to buy For sale or lease, house
his house. Dial 753 1492 in Canterbury Estates
Century 21 Loretta Jobs with owner financing at
Realtors.
low rate of interest.
753-3672 after 5p.m.
If YOU'RE planning on Four bedroom house
selling your farm let us with plenty of closet
explain how we can space. The house sits on
provide national adver 1 1,7 acres with new
using and potential storage building and
buyers through the just 2 miles from town.
AMERICAN FARM & For appointment call
INVESTMENT DIG 753 8563.
EST marketing system. Ideal
for that
Exclusively offered by young house
first
SPANN REALTY AS home. 2 couples
bedroom brick
SOCIATES. 753-7724.
with garage. Nice yard,
Ring the bargain bell! built-in stove, utility
Less than $400 an acre! area, and good
Year round spring with neighborhood. Call 753wildlife abounding. 3903 for appointment.
Buys like this are few Ky. Lake summer home
and far between. Don't by the beach.
Marina
be sorry tomorrow Call and the
2 bedroom,
today - at Century 21 furnisfish.
hed. Owner
Loretta Jobs Realtors financing. $16,500.
502
753 1492.
924 5646
Lovely 4 bedroom col44. Lots for Sale
onial. This house has
One lake lot on REA everything! Call 753power and water line. 3903 . Priced
Good roads. $3500., 10 realistically.
percent down and 5 Opportuni
is knocking
Years to pay. Call at your tydoor....a
nswer
436-2427.
before it is too late, if
you need a 5 bedroom
home in a price range
YOU CAN af ford....Iiving room de
signed for enjoyable
family living, two "kid
proof" bathrooms,
garage with room for
mower, bikes and the
family car,
too... located just a
healthy walk away from
•-•-anopping center on a cul
prired---mittforties....We recommend quick action.
753 1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

M
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46. Homes for Sale

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Servkes Offered

Two bedroom modern
cottage and lot near
Kentucky Lake, year
round. 4 years old.
$12,000. 1-502-436-5439.

Six year old 3 bedroom 1965 Mustang. Motor
block, brick. AIR CONDITIONERS Carpet
on approximately 3* and transmission re Concrete,
Cleaning Ser
years
21
experienc
e. No and appliances ser vice 1 room
of an acre, 2 miles out of cently re built New job
$17.53 plus
viced. Freezers,
large
to
small.
or
Murray. Needs some shocks, new brakes, Free
washers, dryers, and 1 All work guaranteed
estimate
Call
s.
work. $16,000. will fin body in good shape. 753
refrigerators. All Call collect 1-247-4014.
5476
ance with low interest $2300 247 3206
Custom
Dozer work. All brands. 759 1322.
rate, very low down 1967 Chevy Impala.
APPLIANCE
FREE EMMAUS
AUCTION SALE
payment. No closing door, excellent condi4 kinds of dirt work. SERVIC
E Kenmore, On All Electrical,
Saturday, May 8, costs. Low monthly lion, local 1 owner car. Specialize in clearing W estinghous
e,
payments. Call Ralph Phone 753 2301 or days straight blade or cutter Whirlpoo
1100 a.m. Location:
l. 20 years Plumbing, Pointing
blade Call 502 658 3302
DeMartino collect 753 1586.
experience. Parts and and Well Pump Needs.
nights or 502-247 4588.
Mason's Antique & (502) 442 7368.
Opportunity Is
1969 Pontiac LeMans. Exterior mobile
service.
Hopper Licensed, Coll 75 3Gift
Shop, 840 Paris
home Bob'sBobby
THE CURE FOR Runs good also good
Knocking
App
Ii
0092 or 753-9673.
done.
work
Aluminu
m
YOUR HOUSE HUNT shape. Best offer. 436
Road, Mayfield, Ken202 5 5th
Trading Post on
seal coating, caulking, ance Service
ING
HEADA
CHE
5519.
Why.
washing mobite homes. St. 753 4 8 7 2 , Will do plumbing, air
Cypress Springs has
There is plenty of room
753.8886(home).
Complete Sell-Out
for a large family in this 1977 Chevy Impala, 2 Also panel replaceon, painting,
great possibilities
Asphalt driveways and conditi
new four bedroom, 2 door 57000 miles, new ment, etc. Call 436.2587.
roofing, hauling, con
Antique
s,
Collecpaint,
parking
'Grocery Store
good
lots
condition
sealed
,
by
bath home. It is located
crete
Fence sales at Sears
*les, Tools, Fixtures
For free es 753-2211. work. Call
• Bait & Tackle Shop
in a quite country $700. Call 759 1465.
now. Call Sears 753 2310 Sears. call
timates
753
2310.
ANTIQUES: 3 setting only minutes
for free estimate for
•Boot & Camper
Will sharpen hand saws
CARPET CLEANING, and
your needs.
wardrobes - 2 from town and close to 50. Used Trucks
chain saws.
Storage
Free
Estima
tes.
Oaks
Country
Club. 1968 Ford pickup. 390 G ENERAL HOME
753 4656.
walnut; oak tinSatisfied
Located only 1 mile
referenc
es,
There are two heat automati
c with minor REPAIR. 15 years ex Vibra Steam or Quick
front pie safe, very
pumps for economical
from two large boat
55. Feed and Seed
perience. Carpentry,
D ry Cleaning
ornate, unique heating and cooling. repair. 474 2342.
concrete, plumbing, (Upholst
docks. Coll us today
ALFALFA FOR SALE
ery
Cleaning)
.
Contact
any member of 51. Campers
walnut bed with
roofing, sliding. NO Lee's Carpet
at 753-4000 or 489.
Cleaning Missouri pelta grown.
JOB TO SMALL. Free 753-5827
canopy; round oak the Kopperud Realty 15ft.
Delivery or FOB
Camper sleeps 4 estimates. Days 474
"Home Team" for real
2266.
table; walnut service in
Merrell Farm PO Box
Real Estate. comfortably. Sink, 2359, nights 474 2276.
421 Hayti, Missouri
library table; oak 753 1222.
stove, ice box. This can Gutterin
nlim ism Service Co.
g by Sears
63851 314 359 0323 or
be seen at 104 N. 10th.
dressing table;
Sears continuous gut
airmen' all Orel Olin,
359 0633.
St. anytime.
child's rolltop 47. Motorcycles
ters installed for your
1973
custom
Special
Deluxe
trim
work.
cab
specifications. Call
desk; 2 kitchen 1978 Yamaha 100 En over good
56. Free Column
condition. Sears 753 2310 for free lefernses. Call Will El
cabinets; several duro. 1977 Yamaha Call 759 1305.
Free to good home 1
estimate.
Chappy. Automatic
Bailey, 153-$6111.
school desks; 3 transmis
male 1 year old cat
sion, both in 1976 22ft. Coachman K & K STUMP REMO
762
4382 .
wash stands - 1 excellent condition. 753 Travel Trailer.
VAL.
Do you need
Excel
Realtors
refinished oak; 2668.
lent condition. Lots of stumps removed from
1979 Yamaha 650. extras. Fully self- your yard or land
mahogany
Village 641 North
At 1000 Olive you can find this large, older
cleared of stumps? We
dropleaf table; Special bags and wind contained. Call 753 0728.
Murray, Ky.
home
for only $35,000.00. Ideal for the
can remove stumps up
shield. Call 753 7989.
mahogany buffet;
young, growing family. Five bedrooms,
to 24 inches below the
52. Boats-Motors
brass bed; Jenny 48. Auto Services
ground, leaving
two full baths, two fireplaces, excellent
14ft. V bottom boat. sawdust and chips. only
Call
Lind bed; mat- Import Auto Salvage. 15hp Evinrude
motor for free estimates. Bob .location. Some owner financing possible.
ching bed, dresser, New and used parts for and trailer. $500. Call Kemp
435 4343 or Bob
wardrobe; oak Datsun, Toyota, Opal, after 5p.m. 753-9248.
Approximately eight miles northwest of
Kemp Jr 435 4319.
and
any
imports.
Buy
1976 Cobia 16ft. Runlibrary table; oak
Murray you can find this five room house
today and save. about tri hull. 140hp
headboard; 474-2325.
and approximately two acres of land for
inboard outboard Call
walnut bed; cedar- Over 50 rebuilt auto 527 8612 or after. 5p.m.
only 814,000.00. House needs some work
ROOF
lined
blanket matic transmissions in 527-7951.
but has lots of potential! Profits can grow
PROBLEMS?
chest; 3 chif- stock. 20 day un- .1980 25ft. MacGregor
with this purchase-!'• _
nal warranty Sailboat fully equipped.
ferobes; wicker conditio
Need a second. opiReynolds Trans
rocker;. .several missions Hwy - 69- North 40 2711.
nion? Loco
One of the-nicer-homes-in-Calloway etyma=
- Fully • equipped 1970
dressers; hall Paris, Tn. 901 642-2572.
references. Call Hugh
ty is this three bedroom Cypress on Stella
13x 44 steel bottom
tree; several Used Volkswagon parts, house boat. Sleeps 8, 85
Outland. 759 - 1 71 8 or
Kirksey Road. Great room with cathedral •
rockers; child's tune up, break jobs, Johnson outboard mo
753-8076.
ceiling
and-bay window; kitchen with all
motors at tor. Recently painted
chest; 2 sets mat- rebuilt
built-ins; spiral stairs to loft and second
Duane's Place. 435 4272.
Asking $10,000. Call
ching bed nd
floor; two full baths; central heat and air.
Three bedroom brick
753 0546.
dresser; wine 49, Used Cars
house. Fireplace, den,
Lawn mower and small
Prestigious home in excellent location!
Vagabon
d
Sailbaat
s
Two bedroom located in Panorama
fenced in yard. One half
engine repair, lamp
ca.binet; oak
Vagabond
14,
Holder
20,
block from MSU.
R. L. Glover 262
Shores. Glassed in deck overlooking lake.
veneer secretarydealer 1554 Oxford Dr. repair.
$40,000. 753-2716.
1982
Riviera Cts. 753.0885.
Chevrol
et
This is a year round home ready to move
Murray,
Ky.
753
1326.
bookcase;
Three bedroom, 2 V2
Licensed electrician for
into. - Celebrity, 4 door
sideboard; tea
bath, central heat and
residential and corn
South 12th at Sycamore
table; 6 oak chairs
air in main residence
mercial. Heating and
FOR SALE
sedan 3,000 miles.
plus six efficiency
TELEPHONE.7511651
air condition, gas in
with cane back;
Recovered stolen boat Motor
apartments. Reasona
New Car Warranty.
stallation and repair.
ladder -back
P.O. Box 381
ble utility costs and
Phone 753 7,203.
and trailer, 11 model
chairs; bentwood
close to University.
Checkmate 15 h. boat: 1310 MITCHELL PAVING
Today's - bargain at - chairs; odd tables;
Jeff's Shopping Center
Company. Commercial,
modelMercury 135 HP$75,000. KOPPERUD
2 flat top trunks; !
residential. Seal coating
Days 759-1707 Nights 753-7249
needs lower unit work) and
REALTY 753 1222.
striping._ Small jobs
Crosley T. V. and .
Saturday, May 8th
1Q:00 A.M.
1972 model Paris trailer.
a specialty. Call 753
radio combinaLocation: Home of the Late Aubrey Moore in
1537.
Can be seen at Murray Sport
tion; desk; dolls;
Need work on your Rumpus Mills, Tenn. Next door to G. P.
Marine. Hwy. 121 South,
quilts; pictures;
trees? Topping, prun
Vaughan's Garage.
weekdays 8-5. Will be sold
ing, shaping complete
mirror; baskets;
1406W. Main
29 Model A Ford, 5 window coupe,
as is were is to the highest
removal and more. Call
cider keg; nail
753-5315
1973 Korman Ghia car, sharp, tobacco
sealed bid_ Bids to be openOVER'
B
S.TRE
E
ket; lamps;
knife w/Mav thumbing, antique toy
SERVICE for Pro
ed on Friday May 73 1982
glassware; flat 1975 Ford Elite, 2 door, at 12:00
fessional tree care. wagon, appx. 12" long, says Little Red
noon
We
reserve
new
paint,
good condi
753 8536.
irons; iron kettle;
Friday Night May 7th at 6 p.m. at the Old Lynn Grove School
the right to reject any and
Wagon. Mantle clock, 8 day clock, shoe
tion,S1.550. Call 759 1465.
Painting Check our low last,
and many other
Gym on Highway 94 8 mile west of Murray, Ky.
all
bids Reply to Shelter
old trumpet, antique walnut spinet
1980 Datsun 510 Wagon.
prices
before you paint.
items t o o 1 owner, low
miles, new Ins Company. Keith W.
Robinson and Day. desk, several pieces of golden oak furnumerous to men- tires, air conditioner Curd. P
753 5292 or 753 3716 niture, lots of antique glass, lots of real old
0. Box 823 Murand extras. Like new.
tion.
evenings.
ray Ky 42011.
children's toys, many, many antique items
753
8521
or
901
247
5729.
HANDMADE,
too numerous to mention
REPRODUCTION
A uminum an
my
Will sell three small estates from low rent housing. Nice
siding
and Aluminum
Frigidaire frost free refrigerator, 2-good electric stoves, three
AND OTHER
Dover, Tenn. 615-232-5150smmincvweni day of sale
trim for all houses. It
bedroom suits, one large poster_ bedroom suitc-twin beds ean be
FURNITU-RE ;
*111 have preuteitetwoor printed wetter.
stops
painting.
used as bunk beds, white twin bed and chest, nice hidabed couch,
Oak glass-front
lioctioteer: Ed "Bogie" Bogard, 1k. 548
2-other couches and chairs, good Lazy-Boy recliner, other odd
Jack Glover
corner cabinets;
chairs, vanity, nice Maple dining table with 6 chairs, breakfast
753-1873
oak hall tree; oak
set, small tables, coffee and end tables, Fedder air conditioner,
glass -front
new 10 speed bicycle, electric fans and heaters, yard chairs, yard
Repairs on all lawn
cabinet; oak gun
set, step ladder, nearly new carpet, some good glass and china,
mowers, tillers, any
cabinet; oak
pots and pans, stone mixing bowls, good daisy churn, old Avon
small motors. 1001 East
hutch; dry sink;
Glendale off of 12th St
bottles, cars and trains, other misc. items, electric sewing
serving table;
753 4590.
machine, wicker table, almost new Tappan dishwasher, 55 gal.
ladder -back
T.V.1s, stereos, C.B.'s,
drum with hand pump. Sale held rain or shine. Furniture will
radios, tape players,
chairs; some
start selling at 7:30. Not responsible for accidents.
tractor radio, small
wicker and rattan;
appliances. We will
Murray State University Is Taking Sealed
baby bed.
repair TV's, Murray
Bids
On The Following Scrap Material:
GIFTS:
Home & Auto.
Baskets, flower
1 Lot Scrap Copper Wire
We have in stock most
any type of electrical
For More Information Call 435-4144
pots; figurines;
1
Lot Of 37 Scrap Storage Batteries
motors from vacuum
collectibles; doll;
will be received at the Purchasing
Bids
cleaners to 100hp. Also
fern stand; wall
we are the local air
until 11 a.m. Tues. 5-11-82. For
Dept.
racks; picture
compressor repair ser
more information call 762-2705 or convice. We service anyframes; bread
thing electric. We tact Bob Moyer,
box; and many
Purchasing Dept., Gen.
specialize in cleaning
other items.
air conditioners Dill Serv. Building. Chestnut St., Murray.
TOOLS, FIXElectric 753 9104.
TURES, ETC.:
Deluxe garden
Auction Sale Saturday May 8th at 10 a.m. at the late
tractor with 4 atMr. Homer
Two bedroom located on College Farm
Charlton home 3 mile south of Murray, Ky. on Highway
tachments; 5 H.P.
641.
Road. Central gas heat, garage and cartiller; Craftsman
Saturday, May 8th- 10:00 A.M.
port, full basement.
table saw;
8'2 Miles West of Murray, KY - '2 Mile West of Lynn Grove KY on Hwy.
grinder; air com94.
pressor; woodAn elderly couple moved to California leaving a large house and lots of
Will sell good antiques, old guns, collector items and Mr.
working tools;
farm buildings filled to the rafters with good collector items. Looks like a
Charlton's shop tools.
several display
trailer truck load or more.
Good Seth Thomas 8-day striking clock, one small 8-day strikcases and tables;
Pieces of furniture, king size bed, half beds, dressers, chests,
ing clock, old wall telephone, small table with glass balls and
file cabinet.
claw feet, good old spining wheel, six fancy folding wood chairs,
maple desk, night stand, chairs, old radio, record players, glass
TERMS: Cash
side saddle, dinner bell, school desk, old bottles, old buffet with
door pie safe, walnut organ stools, small tables, boxes of dishes,
OWNERS: Mr.
bevil edge mirror, old two tiered buffet top with stain leaded
depression and carnival glass, lots of good china trinkets, one box
Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center
and Mrs. Glen
glass, nice Duncan Phyfe drop leaf table with 4 chairs and glass
of occupied Japan trinkets,stone pitchers, old china,large box of
Days 759-1707 Nights 753-7249
Mason
door china cabinet, small maple buffet,5 drawer chest and triple
old player piano rolls, lots of old toys and dolls, large electric
dresser, night stand, bookcase, record player, push mower, push
train set, tricycles, 5 nice bicycles, boxes of old comic books, old
garden plow, horse drawn tools, chain saw, old grocery scales,
wash kettles, dog irons, antique and modern hand tools, drills,
breaking plow for a cub cadet lawn tractor, cast iron seats, like
saws, brass fireplace sets, golf clubs, tennis racquets, horse
new large Craftsmen lathe,/
drawn tools, large lot of horse harness, brass knob hames, large
1
2 Delta drill press, good Craftsman
band saw, large Craftsman table saw, belt sander with router
lot of horse riding habit and tack, 6 saddles, roping saddles,
disc, portable hand touter, small band saw, nice large tank
English saddle, Pony Texas saddle, saddle bags, horse blankets,
Peerless air compressor,one lot of wood planes, good old guns,38
bridles, halters, fancy cowboy leather chaps, blacksmith workWinchester rifle lever action, one muzzle loader shotgun, two 12
ing chaps, hundreds of small items, 50 or more 30 amp mini batgauge double barrellguns, old 22 rifle bolt action, 16 gauge J. C.
tery chargers, cases of car oil filters, 1 ton of hickory bar-b-q
Higgins pump.
chips in 10 lb. bags. Fiberglass roofing, storm doors and win4
A good clean sale. For more information and your auction
1.1
dows, folding chairs, bath tub encloser, nice dog house, oil barneeds call 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky. Eats and drinks available.
;•13
"
e *..
rels, room divider, metal porch glider, lawn chairs, kerosene
Not responsible for accidents.
PORTABLE CRANES
lanterns,5 gal. glass churn, milk bottles, kettle trivets, pot hooks,
old stove eye lifters, carpet sweepent boat anchors,.new car
•.4
DELT SANDERS
radio, tape players, C.B. radio, telephone C.B., tractor.post hole.
4
mitt
,14 A V
•
,
4)
S
,
pony-wegonTillce- new pus?-lawn
mowers,flower pots, crocks, frog gigs, fishing equipment, wood
RENTAL SALES
beds, bed frames, other furniture. These are a few items that
TAMPERS
could be seen at the front of pile. Don't miss it.
Licensed and bonded in Ky. and Tenn.
For Information Call
CENTER
Portion' & Therese
Insurance &
hal Estate
Saetiside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Shroat Waldrop
Realty
- -Uncle

I

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac

AUCTION!

AUCTION SALE

Bogard Realty & Auction Co.

We Buy and Sell Depression
Glass and Firstaware;

Bel-Air Decor Store

Surplus Sale

753-5738

Dan Miller-Auctioneer

AUCTION SALE

BIG AUCTION SALE

Shroat Waldrop
Realty

RENTALS

NEED IT? - RENT IT!

We Rent almost everything for Home
or Contractor
'

• ••••

4.71,

Don Miller-Auctioneer

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

• • li••• I.•••

•••”•••

Otto Chesters Auction Service

••••

435 4 1 28 Lynn Grove, Kentucky
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History Making
Diamond Sale!

c•

14
14
0

*
It*S-If

4
#•,)

Just In Time For Mother's Day!
SAVE 30%to 50% on SUPER DIAMOND VALUES!
DOOR BUSTER!
11.°;??,-.:.t;
d
iv?

BUY NOW FOR
GRADUATION
AND FATHER'S DAY
SAVE
UP TO

4.

(
CHC4CE
1/2 CARAT $995 1 CARAT
SOUTAIRE
WATERFALL
YOUR CHOICE
. 1 CARAT $I 995 2 CARAT
.SIQUTAIRE
WATERFALL

9

••

Breathtaking cluster
shows off ten
amonds

Exquisite
diamond solitaire
to make an engagement
_extra special

WAS S200

MASCULINE GENTS
DIAMOND CLUSTER
WAS 5400

si99

!IOW

' NOW

Breathtaking
ladies' dinner ring
catches compliments

Brilliant diamonds

fr

cluster
sparkles with
brilliance

diamond dream.

1/8*CARAT

diamond pendant
with attractive
buttercup setting

(HAND SET)
7 DIAMOND CLUSTER

e

Lovely ladies

Seven stones
make a

Iv

•••

and superb styling
make this ring
something special

e

YOUR CHOICE

Stunning
diamond cluster
shows off the
stones

Handsome gents' ring
sports rugged
good looks.

,

6

Superb
diamond pendant
shows off your
good taste

VALUES UP TO $350

Handsome gents' ring
styled for the man
who's going places

•••

50%
OFF

V* „

50%

WE'VE MADE
SPECIAL PURCHASES
AT LOW GOLD AND
DIAMOND PRICES
SO YOU CAN
SAVE DOUBLE!

DOOR BUSTER!

1/4*CARAT
VALUES UP TO $550

diamonds
make this the ring for the
man who wants the best

ONLY299
YOUR CHOICE

•

•

•

46it."
Twin clusters
make this ring a
diamond dream

Handsome gents ring
for.the.man who's
going places.

Breathtaking stones
and superb styling
make this ring
a favorite

Lovely ladies'
cluster
Nineteen diamonds
grace this lovely cluster, sparkles with the..
finest stones

1/2*CARAT
VALUES UP TO $950

IT4Retti
A superb array of
diamonds
gives this ring
stylish elegance

50% OFF
DIAMOND SOUTAIRES
(SELECT GROUP)
W14*

(5
ONL.
$
99

50% OFF
PENDENTS & EARRINGS
(SELECT GROUP)
OMIERAT
REG S300 .

sap

lit CARA T
PE-G

WE MADE AN EXTRA SPECIAL PURCHASE
90‘
40./ CAN SAVE AS WE DID

V3 CARAT
REG. S1200

NOW
$249

'349

$599

NOW

Open Monk-Sat.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Open This Friday
Night Til 8 P.M.-

t40'

OBTW

°31W

reG
iamb,
how I./7

•
_

taco
Safi
mow 77

411 T W

etG sisix)
$

make this ring a
stunning favorite.

•4'.

diamonds
and daring design
make a statement
orelegance

l*CARAT

VALUES UP TO $1,500
Lovely ladies'

diamond cluster
sparkles with
sheer brilliance

DIAMONDS & RUBIES
DIAMONDS &
. •APPHIRES
f
iAk•

ONLY
CHOICE

aC

1 RUBY AND
2 DIAMONDS
WAS $100

1/4 GEM WEIGHT
DIAMONDS
AND RUBIES
WAS $200

$69 1129

OUR)

50% OFF 14 K. GOLD
1

(SELECT GROUP)
Bracolots
& Chains
SAVE UP TO
•

299,40„

77KM

1/5 CARAT
REG.900
NOW

Seven

breathtaking diamonds

Qe
UR CHOICE
Y•

06 CARAT
rEG 5100

.16 CARAT
REG. MOO

A gorgeous cluster
- of diamonds
creates a
galaxy of glamour.

Three rows of
diamonds
grace this
elegant design

50
%
10

COBRAS
SERPENTINES
CHAINS
'BOX CHAINS
ROPE CHAINS
AND MORE I

4 Ways To Buy:
Cash, Bank Cards, Layaway
or Apply For Michelson's
Credit Card
'• e

* FEEPRESEN

TS TOTAL MIGHT

Bel Air Center

•

AU_ VvE1GHTS APPROXIMATE

.•

•••-.
-•

